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On the Problem of Political Clientalism
In Greece in the Nineteenth Century

by CONSTANTINE TSOUCALAS

Introdtictory Observations

Research into the social function of the political parties in Greece
during the nineteenth century must still, to a large degree, face the
uncertainties of a terra incognita. A series of basic problems, which refer
as much to the parties' structure and foundation as to the representative
relationship which joins the party apparatus with its base, still remains
at the level of general description. The secure, pragmatic base which
would allow the political scientist, the sociologist and the historian to
progress to a deeper analysis of the parties, and the political life of the
country in the past century in general, is almost completely absent.

The purpose of this article is not to fill these gaps, but simply to
state several more general problems and to formulate a series of hypotheses
prompted by the relatively recent incursion of the term, "political
clientalism," which has been used repeatedly in the past few years to
characterize the Greek political system as it was crystallized during the
nineteenth century. The definition of clientalism as a basic scientific
category of political science originates from the continued effort of
political scientists to broaden and define the subject matter of their field
by studying the problems of countries or regions that are outside the
traditional zones of stabilized state power and articulated political thought.
The concept of political relations as "patron-client" relations within the
framework of a "system" of more general "dientage" relationships
derives from social anthropology.) It is based on indisputable evidence
that in most primitive or "underdeveloped" societies political power is
crystallized in a system of personal relationships Thus, the formal and
institutionalized aspects of the organization of the polity — when they
exist — here appear as simple legal-institutional varnishes which have no
relation to reality.

Although there are as many definitions of clientalism as there are
theoreticians who have devised them, one that is generally accepted
defines a clientage relationship as one of voluntary bipolar exchange
between the social bearers of unequal social and economic power based
on the mutual obligation of granting certain different services, without

1See Lucy Maiz, "Clientship in East Africa," Cahiers d'Etudes Africaines,
no. 6, 1961.
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this network of obligations becoming codified in a legal or institutionalized
system with corresponding sanctions. 2

Within this abstract definition which, if interpreted widely, can
include almost all atypical relationships between unequal social bearers,
the meaning may have significant "heuristic" ranges. Originally used
within the framework of an empirical and inductive attempt to systematize
social phenomena, beginning with the examination and classification of
personal relations and proceeding to the research of wider social processes,
the scientific arrangement of standardized individual behavior within the
context of political power undoubtedly contributed to the deeper
understanding of the structure of the "political."

Nevertheless, the elevation of the definition of clientalism to a general
"category" is not only methodologically unacceptable, but involves
completely mistaken bases of generalization. To the degree that dientage
relationships are made autonomous and are considered to be primary and
self-existent characteristics of the political organization of a society, the
inductive comparison of abstract traits of different social orders leads
to the formation of more general categories which bear no relation to
reality. The detachment of the researcher from the specific historical
dimension of social phenomena, and the concealment of social factors
which determine their origin and development, leads to significant
omissions. Thus, the inner organization of the system remains unresearched,
and the analysis is exhausted with the description of epiphenomena which
are arbitrarily considered to be the sole "essence" of political relations,
isolated completely from the more general system of social relations in
which they occur.

In this manner, interpretations which refer to the totality of
concrete historical processes that are at the base of social behavior are
avoided, and thus the matter of the latter's appearance or disappearance
in history is ignored.

It is on this base that the current functionalist concept of "dientage"
as an "encounter" between two complementary functional needs is
modeled. This encounter is articulated in such a manner as to strengthen
the internal cohesion of the social system, which generally has the inherent
tendency to "give birth" to functional mechanisms which are useful for
its maintenance and reproduction.

These interpretative bounds are particularly disorienting because
they arbitrarily dissociate "political" behavior from the other levels of
the social process. The establishment of some categories and typologies
as general range categories permits the concealment of the interconnections
and mediations between social phenomena, thus limiting the object of
scientific inquiry

Building on the studies of social analysts such as Robert Merton,

2See, for example, J. D. Powell, "Peasant Society and Clientalist Politics,"
American Political Science Review, vol. 64, no. 2, 1970; Robert R. Kaufmann, "The
Patron-Client Concept and Macropolitics: Prospects and Problems," Comparative
Studies of Society and History, 1973.
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numerous contemporary political scientists submitted to the temptations
of the functionalist approach. The basic principle of this trend in political
science is that the innate tendency of every system to reproduce itself
(excluding the immanent inclination to disorganization) leads to the
appearance and continuation of stabilizing mechanisms which remove
social malfunctions, transforming, to the degree possible, the various
disjunctive contradictions into active connecting integrals. On the basis
of this, standardized behavior — in this case, the "clientage relationship" —
is considered to be a functional solution of the system (automatic or
organized) to problems which may lead to social eruptions or to a
heightening of the contradictions. From this perspective, the partisan
state, political exchange and the personalization of political relations
are mainly understood as a result of the "encounter" between the
contradictory and complementary "needs" of the political personnel on
the one hand, and the electoral "base" on the other.

Unfortunately, these "truisms" predominate in significant elements of
political science. Of course, the very description of political epiphenomena
is not only useful but necessary. Though the analytical descriptions of
Thiersch, About, Gobineau, and Thouvenel (which describe vividly day
to day political life in Greece during the last century) continue to have
undiminished value as documents, however, more recent analytical studies,
such as those of Jean Meynaud, 3 Keith Legg,' or the brilliant monograph of
John Campbell,' can, on the contrary, be misleading. Although they are valu-
able, there is a degree to which the interpretation they propose appears as a
logically complete construct which restricts the problem to the functional
manifestations of political behavior. Especially in the case of Keith Legg,
who is not content to describe clientage relations, but must construct on
their foundation a wider interpretative "model" of modern Greek society,
the misleading consequences of the functionalist approach become apparent.
Especially since, in their primary expression, the theoretical evaluations
of the phenomenon of clientalism (and "patronage") do not particularly
refer to the political level, but are intended as conceptualizations of the
various forms of atypical articulation of unequal social bearers in societies
where the institutionalized "particular" forms of construction of political
power are either completely absent or severely weakened. In fact, both in
primitive societies and in many peripheral societies where "clientage"
neworks have been located and studied, the social hierarchies that are
observed do not constitute an institutionalized political base on which
formal political power is exclusively built. It is for that reason that we
must especially emphasize the—often imperceptible—"slip" in meaning
that occurs when the definition of clientage is used exclusively for the
analysis of political power or party relations. In this way, it is easy to
define out the institutional framework of political life, which is also

'Jean Meynaud, Les Forces Politiques en Grace, Lausanne, 1965.
*Keith Legg, Politics in Modern Greece, Stanford, California, 1969.
'John Campbell, Honour, Family and Patronage, Oxford, 1964.
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a result of concrete political and social stuggles. Furthermore, starting from
a "heuristic" tool of analysis of social behavior, clientalism now acquires
the status of a "category" of political science on the base of which further
formalistic standardizations will be attempted. This permits a series of
characteristic "subtractions," involving not only the subtraction of the
formal institutional framework and the factors that contributed to its
formation, but the subtraction of the economic base in general, specifically,
the development of the predominant mode of collecting and distributing
the economic surplus. Finally, there is the subtraction of class conflicts and
the manner in which they are expressed in the political sphere.

It would also be useful here to examine certain expressions of the
"clientage" relationship which have been emphasized by most commen-
tators on Greek political life. On the one hand, there is the general mal-
function of the governmental mechanism, expressed in the nepotism, cor-
ruption, political exchange, "rousfeti," and "favlokratid' which have char-
acterized the Greek state from its birth. On the other hand, there is the
fact that Greek political parties did not develop into parties of "prin-
ciple" with concrete political and social aspirations. These characteris-
tics, which were considered to be the "quintessence" of the clientage
system, summarize the negative dimensions of Greek public life that all
critical reformers have wanted to uproot. At this point, it should be men-
tioned that the emphasis placed on these dimensions is supported by the
logical and ideological prerequisite of a priori alignment toward the
specific model of bourgeois political structures as they developed in
Europe. Thus, the fact that political life in Greece is not aligned with the
formal principles which supposedly govern its functions determines, to a
large degree, the manner in which political phenomena are understood.
However, the assumption of the supreme "justness" of European models
leads to an analytical conceptualization of "deviations," "distortions," and
"retardations." In this manner, empirical analysis is refracted through a
series of deforming evaluations which aim at permanently juxtaposing in-
stitutional functions with a "correct" and "healthy" reality of political
existence. The enormous levelling power of the "universality" of cultural
models of European thought still pervades the entirety of the ideological
order; and if contemporary political science seems to have freed itself of
the "demonologies" of the previous generation, the temptations of political
jargon persist, and constantly threaten the objectivity of interpretative sys-
tematization.

Avoiding both evaluative judgments and the functionalist approach,
I will attempt to suggest an interpretative framework for analyzing the
origin and development of so-called clientage relations, indicating certain
basic historical causes for their appearance. Though the development of
political life is not defined deterministically of course, a number of factors
rooted in specific conditions which characterized the modern Greek nation
from its birth constitute the necessary preconditions for this eventual de-
velopment. There are two factors, in my opinion. which set the framework
for the development of political life and established the boundaries of
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clientage relations. On the one hand we have the structure of the ruling
class and, on the other, the nature of state institutions. Both factors lead
directly to the unique social role of the Greek state—a social role to which
clientage relations are clearly connected.

The Formation of the Ruling Class in Greece After 1830

Perhaps the basic characteristic of Greek society after the liberation
from the Turks was the lack of a stabilized ruling class. In a country which
was almost exclusively rural, and which continued to be, to a large degree,
a dosed domestic economy, the rural surplus did not become an object
of appropriation by one specific social class on the basis of an articulated
system of exploitative relations. The defeat of the kotzabasidhes, who, due
to Capodistrias's resistance, succeeded only marginally in appropriating
the national lands and becoming large landowners, was of decisive im-
portance for the subsequent development of the country's social struc-
tures. Greece would remain, at least until the annexation of Thessaly, a
country where the predominance of small and medium family cultivation
of agriculture was almost complete.'

At the same time, with the establishment of the independent state,
the major structural forms of the noble classes, which had begun to
crystallize during the last years of Turkish rule, were weakened. With the
destruction of the communities, the decline of the first organized handi-
crafts, and the absence of liquid capital, the traditional noble classes,
whose lands did not suffice to secure them the economic base of a per-
manent, class-determined dominion, were found stripped of the power to
reproduce themselves automatically. Thus, their reorientation toward other
social realms appeared imperative, the more so because many of them had
lost a large part of their property in the struggle. Their major "capital"
became their family and personal authority, through which, in any event,
they had managed to maintain at least some control over the temporary
centers of political decisionmaking.

A second political defeat of the local nobility sealed and com-
pleted the first. After a fierce struggle which lasted for ten years, localism
was forced to yield before the demands associated with the construction
of a powerful centralized state. If Capodistrias, its creator, paid with his
life for his dedication to the principle of the unity of the state, the arrival
of Othon demolished the last illusions of all those who may have hoped
to construct autonomous family fiefdoms in the destroyed provinces. From
the beginning it was apparent that the consolidation of local political power
was mediated through the intervention of the central authority. Thus, the
complete retreat of the "independent" provincialism of the kotzabasidhes,
who, with an exceptional class realism, redirected their ambitions and
methods, is a fact worth taking note of. Greece is one of the few countries

ØKtbo-ca6 BapyOnoulog, Ta dypostices Trp66)outet crshv TAA65a, Athens, 1965.
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which has never known a separatist or autonomist movement. After their
failure to become large landowners, the notables failed again in their
attempt to perpetuate their power as pashas or beys by right of inherit-
ance. The creation of the central state together with the predominance of
small propertyholding and cultivation left open the problem of the structure
of political and economic power.

The Significance of the "Premature" Establishment of
the Parliamentary System

The very institutional formation of the state system had, on the
other hand, very serious consequences. The liberal and egalitarian con-
cepts of the French revolution had prevailed from the first revolutionary
constitutions. Furthermore, even at that time, the claims for universal
suffrage and a democratic organization of the nation had penetrated
widely. The authoritarian period of the Bavarians (the "Vavarokratian
did not last long. Only thirty-five years after the liberation, Greece be-
came the first European country to permanently enact universal suffrage.
The Constitution of 1864 is, in this respect, the most highly developed
constitutional charter in Europe. And although most countries, during the
second half of the nineteenth century, were characterized by continuous
political conflict over the right to vote—something which, in any event,
was achieved only in stages—universal suffrage was realized in Greece
especially early and without any particular difficulties.

It should be emphasized at this point that even the Constitution of
1844 had only minor limitations on the right to vote. Indeed, although in
most European nations that right was limited to those who owned prop-
erty or exercised an independent trade or profession—thus succeeding in
excluding the "dangerous" masses of workers and dependent peasants
from political access—in Greece, where both workers and landless peasants
were marginal, almost all of the male population was considered "inde-
pendent" and therefore had the right to register in the election lists. If
then, electoral limitations in Europe protected the monopoly of political
power by the bourgeoisie and landowners, the unique Mass composition
of Greece did not permit the formation of a similarly "limited" par-
liamentary democracy. The absence of a structured bourgeoisie rendered
impossible a liberal "democracy of notables" analogous to those which
were created in most Western European countries.

In any case, the rate at which universal suffrage was established in
1864 is quite characteristic. Even though many conservative intellectuals
and a significant portion of the Second National Assembly opposed the
extension of democracy, their objections seemed to be mainly of a the-
oretical nature and were not developed as a defense of an already stabilized
political balance. From its enactment, the entirety of the political world
accepted universal suffrage as a firm constitutional principle which was
never to be questioned again. Thus, independent of the real substance of
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popular power, it is a fact that from 1864—and to large degree since
1844—the right to vote constituted the most important permanent mecha-
nism of participation in political life and the most fundamental element
of the legitimation of government.

From what has been said, there follows a situation which at first
glance appears to be contradictory. On the one hand, modem Greek
society is characterized by the absence, or at least by the meagerness, of a
ruling dass with well-formed interests which essentially aims at the de-
fense, consolidation and extension of stable social and economic mecha-
nisms which permit it to collect and eventually accumulate—in the form
of capital—the economic surplus. In other words, we are speaking of the
meagerness of a well-articulated "society of citizens."

On the other hand, we observe an especially premature institu-
tionalization of bourgeois state structures which were based on the models
derived from the French revolution. This does not mean, of course, that
the "premature" introduction of liberal institutions constitutes an "ir-
regularity" in relation to some imaginary process which would have to be
followed by the evolution of institutional development as a mechanistic
reflection of socioeconomic development. In any case, in both the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries, there are numerous examples of the pure
transfer of institutions, not only in newly-created states, but in established
states as well. It is not a matter, therefore, of a "deviation" from a presum-
ably "correct" development which would be a part of the (inconceivable)
unhindered evolution of the national destiny. On the contrary, what should
be emphasized is that the "imported" state structures are, inevitably, in-
capable of performing the same social functions they did in the nations
where they originated because they express completely different social
realities.

In their abstract sense, the liberal and egalitarian political orders of
Western Europe expressed the necessity of the bourgeoisie to manufacture
and guarantee a "lawful order," thus ensuring the maintenance of the
external terms of reproduction of the system of predominant productive
relations, institutionally protecting, in this manner, the established mecha-
nisms for the appropriation of surplus production. The creation and protec-
tion of the national market, the liberation or creation of the wage labor
market, and the institutionalization of free trade (delivered from pre-
capitalist restrictions, uncertainties and threats), find their political ex-
pression in the liberal bourgeois organization of the state, which, in the
form of a "democracy of notables," tends toward the long-range safe-
guarding of the owners' intrests.

The situation in Greece in 1832 was completely different. The bour-
geois state was not able to promote the interests of the bourgeois society
of citizens for the simple reason that the mechanisms for capital accumula-
tion were in an embryonic state. However, the Greek state could also not
realize the beginning of a total national "bourgeois revolution" with a
programmed intervention "from above," as happened in Prussia under
Bismarck, Japan under the Meiji, or to a lesser degree, Russia under
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Witte. Even if such ideas were not entirely absent from Greece after
1880, the limited area and population of the Greek kingdom, in com-
bination with the exceptionally low degree of development of the produc-
tive forces, made such a process objectively impossible.

Thus the nineteenth century in Greece is marked, if not by the con-
tradiction, at least by the lack of coincidence between the level of social
and economic development and that of official institutions. The entire
function—or "malfunction"—of the political system is associated, I think,
with this lack of coincidence. Hence, at this point, it is useful to isolate
two primary expressions of the phenomenon which we have analyzed:
the manner in which the body of the political personnel was formed and
the manner in which the state mechanism was rooted.

State, Riding Class and Political Personnel

I have already spoken of the impossible position of the traditional
ruling strata, which managed neither to become large landowners nor to
oppose the creation of the central state which issued the final blows to
localism. Under these conditions, it was perhaps natural that the kotza-
basidhes (who, after their initial hesitation, played a very serious role in
the revolutionary struggle—even though they may have been "dragged"
into it) turned en masse toward the "conquest" of the state apparatus.
The reasons for this mass redirection are numerous. Under the conditions
which existed after the liberation, the state machinery was not only a
vehicle of political power, but was, at the same time, the most important
social mechanism for the collection and distribution of the economic sur-
plus. This phenomenon is not confined to Greece: in countries where pre-
capitalist forms of production predominate, and where at the same time
large propertyholding plays a secondary role in the landownership system,
it is logical that taxation should constitute one of the basic—and often the
most basic—forms of appropriating the agricultural surplus and dividing
it among the non-productive strata. Often, in countries where conditions
of a closed economy exist, the imposition of taxation in the form of
money has been utilized as a means of compulsory financing of the econ-
omy, indispensable for the creation of stable mechanisms needed for the
appropriation of the economic surplus. In Greece, this problem has not
been studied seriously as yet. Though the transfer of value from the
direct producers of the countryside to the non-productive strata of the
cities passes through various mechanisms which become consolidated to
the degree that the commercialization of production and the financing
of the economy continue, it is certain that taxation, in its various aspects,
continued to play a primary role in Greece throughout the nineteenth cen-
tury. Thus, the absence of stabilized forms of class exploitation auto-
matically led to the extension of "state" forms of gathering the surplus.
This phenomenon is, of course, not new. We encounter it in the Ottoman
Empire, as well as in all of the social formations associated with "Asiatic
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despotism." In all of these countries, the ruling class is, by definition,
attached to the bearers of state power, who derive their authority—and
their "office"—from the will of the despot or governor. In countries
where, on the contrary, private property is recognized and protected by
law and where, in general, the capitalist form of production predominates,
other private "non-state" methods of appropriating the economic surplus
have appeared and consolidated themselves. The state is separated from
the sphere of the "society of citizens," and acquires the competence to
protect the "lawful order." In this case, the role of the state in the process
of collecting the surplus tends to shrink. From the beginning of the nine-
teenth century to the beginning of the twentieth century, taxation in
Western countries gathered only what was necessary for the financing of
indispensable state functions—as in the famous "false expenditures" of
capital which are subtracted from the surplus value so as to ensure the
external terms of production.

In Greece, a country endowed with bourgeois institutions, yet still
dominated by precapitalist modes of production, the methods of collect-
ing the surplus were many. The total role of the state in this process can
be inferred from the indications we are given by the relation of the state
budget to the national income. Such an examination, of course, meets with
the special difficulties of estimating the national income in the nineteenth
century, statistical data being not only dispersed, but to a large degree
erroneous. We have only a series of estimates which have been made ac-
cording to arbitrary or dubious criteria. The general tendencies, however,
are clear. Thus, around 1840, state expenditures must have represented
from 20% to 30% of the national income (although the average for
state expenditures during the period 1833-1840 was 17.5 million drach-
mas, while the national income was estimated to be from 60 to 80 million
drachmas),T gradually decreasing to 15% around 1880. Given the low
degree of financing of the economy, the share of the state from the be-
ginning appears to be enormous, while its gradual decrease only reflects
the late appearance of other forms of collecting and utilizing the surplus.
The enormity of the state share of the surplus was emphasized by Aristides
Economou, who, from the floor of Parliament in 1886, estimated (and
perhaps exaggerated) the ratio of state revenues to national income to
be 31%, in contrast to 12% for Great Britain, 8% for England, and
6% for Belgitun.8

It is evident, therefore, that the participation of the state in the
total process of division of the surplus was exceptionally large in relation
to the total level of the country's development. It is on this basis, I think,
that the attempts of the traditional ruling strata to attain control of the

'See the study on Charilaos Trikoupis which was published in the lo-ropia
TOO `Entpracoil "E8vous, Tap.oc IA', Te6x1 1-5, Athens, 1977. For the estimates
on the national income, see Ktorycil Momabcp, `1-1 kOvtKij Kai KotvwviKil cruveiaricrq
ashy `004.8a, Thessaloniki, 1972, pp. 165-169. Also, A. 'Av8psdal, "Epya, Tep.oq
B', Athens, 1939, p. 529.

8A. Oixovdp,ou, Tpeis 'Avkiparrot, Athens, p. 448.
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state apparatus should be interpreted. This control assured them preferen-
tial access to the decisionmaking centers concerned with the division of
the surplus. Beyond any other avenues which it opened, the profession of
higher state functionary was also economically desirable. Hence, it is not
at all strange that the upper levels of the state apparatus received salaries
which automatically lifted them to the summit of the social and economic
hierarchy. Indeed, with the exception of those who derived their incomes
from the Greek colonies—and who, therefore, from an economic stand-
point, cannot be considered part of the Greek social structure—there were
few Greeks whose incomes exceeded the salaries received by ministers
(10,000 drachmas a year around 1880), generals and colonels (8,300
and 7,000 drachmas respectively), and admirals and higher court officials
(7,000 drachmas a year), not to mention the incomes of certain special
employees such as High Commissioner of Thessaly Zannas (18,000
drachmas) or Ambassador Valaoritis (48,000 drachmas). If we consider
that the average annual income of the country's ten largest landowners,
until the annexation of Thessaly, did not exceed 30,000 drachmas a year,°
and that the lawyers who surpassed this could be counted on the fingers
of one hand even in 1892, 10 the economic strength of the higher and
highest level civil servants is clear. Aristides Economou, for example, as
a chief justice of the court of first instance receiving a salary of 400
drachmas a month, paid 30 drachmas rent for a large house in which he
lived comfortably and had three servants," although a few years earlier,
in 1874, there were no more than three industrial units that had an annual
productive value of more than 100,000 drachmas (a sum which includes
liquidation of debts). A few years earlier, the country's largest cotton
thread factory had a clean profit of 6,000 drachmas a year," a sum that
was 30% Less than the ministerial salary. Even the large currant trade did
not , begin to yield substantial profits until after 1880. Thus, in this man-
ner, the new rulers of the state machinery (which was formally organized
on the foundation of bourgeois liberal and egalitarian concepts) continued,
in some way, to play the same political role they had under Turkish rule:
they were the operational intermediaries between the "base" and the in-
visible and "impersonal" political authority.

Another point should be made here. If we focus our attention on the
"conquest" of the state apparatus, we notice that, from the beginning, the
Greek ruling class was dissociated from agricultural activities. If, in the
beginning of the nineteenth century, land revenues constituted a sig-
nificant source of the income of the notables who formed the core of the
ruling class, it was not enough, as we have seen, to assure them a per-
manent economic predominance. In any case, the relative "stability" of

'Kwa' Moostixp, op. cit., p. 252.
"Bickford Smith, Greece under King George, London, 1893.
11A. Ohcovdpou, op. cit., p. 132.

. •Avacmccooito6Xou, `Icrropict	 Worticitc 6toptixavIac, Töp.oc
Athens, 1947, p. 330.
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small propertyholding created such conditions as to make it only mar-
ginally possible to supplement the expansion of the relatively extended
estates through the economic expropriation of the small landowners. The
large landowners quickly redirected their attention to other areas such as
the purchase of real estate in the cities, the export trade, commercial naviga-
tion, and usury.

Furthermore, the objective weakness of the large estates' expansion
had another parallel result which—indirectly and over the long run—
strengthened the political power of the notables. The gradual orientation
of the ruling class toward areas of activity which did not have a direct
relation to agriculture decisively influenced the forms of class struggle
which were conducted in the countryside. Failing to extend their economic
base through the control of productive agricultural activities, the notables
no longer had direct conflicting interests with the small landowners. This
was the case not only because the role they played in agricultural produc-
tion was, in the final analysis, of secondary significance, but primarily
because they quickly shifted the center of their interest from the area of
agricultural production to various non-agricultural economic activities in
order to consolidate their power.

Thus, making the control and monopoly of the state apparatus the
foundation of their economic power, and using this position of power
within the framework of basically non-agricultural speculative activities,
the "tzakia" were able to systematically cultivate their local political base
without confronting apparent and insurmountable conflicts of interest with
their countrymen. In this manner, a large number of the families of the
notables and local chieftains have maintained their political influence in
the countryside until today.

translated from the Greek by Kali Loverdos with Phyllis R. Craig

Part Two of this essay will appear in the forthcoming issue.



Cavafis and his Translators
Into English

by KIMON FRIAR

PART I

There are now three "complete" translations of Cavafis into English.
The first, The Poems of C. P. Cavafy, translated by John Mavrogordato
(The Hogarth Press, London, 1951; distributed in the United States by
The Grove Press, New York, 1952), contains the standard corpus of the
poet's work, the 154 poems he wished to retain and which were first pub-
lished posthumously in Greek as Poems (Alexandria, 1935). The second,
The Complete Poems of Cavafy, translated by Rae Dalven (Harcourt,
Brace & World, New York, 1961; The Hogarth Press, London, 1961),
contains the 1935 poems with the addition of thirty-three "Early Poems"
which Cavafis had discarded. In an expanded edition, The Complete
Poems of Cavafy (Harcourt, Brace & Jovanovich, 1976) sixty-three of sev-
enty-five poems in Unpublished Poems, 1882-1923 (edited by George Sa-
vidis, Ikaros, Athens, 1968) have been added. The third, a bilingual edition,
C. P. Cavafy: Collected Poems, translated by Edmund Keeley and Philip
Sherrard (Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1975), con-
tains the poems of the 1935 edition (as reedited and placed in correct
chronological order by Savidis, Ikaros, Athens, 1963), omits the "Early
Poems" but adds the twenty-one poems from Unpublished Poems, first
translated and published in an earlier version by Edmund Keeley and
George Savidis as C. P. Cavafy: Passions and Ancient Days (The Dial
Press, New York, 1971; The Hogarth Press, London, 1972). Collected
Poems had also been preceded by C. P. Cavafy: Selected Poems, trans-
lated by Edmund Keeley and Philip Sherrard (Princeton University Press,
1972). To these, for purposes of comparison, may be added the forty-one
poems translated by me in my Modern Greek Poetry: From Cavafisi to
Elytis (Simon and Schuster, New York, 1973).

So much has already been written about the poetry itself, including
my own views (see my Modern Greek Poetry), that with the publication
of these "Collected Poems" it seems best to make some tentative com-
parative study of problems involved in the translation of Cavafis and,
by extension, of problems involved in the translation of poetry in gen-
eral. Although the understanding and interpretation of the poet and his

1The name of most modern Greek authors on the title page of their books ap-
pears in the genitive to denote whose work it is. "Cavafy," the form preferred by
the poet himself, is the genitive of the nominative "Cavaf is." I have preferred to
retain the nominative in order to be consistent with translations into English of other
names of Greek poets in my books.
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background do indeed play an important role in the overall tone, man-
ner and meaning of translation, 2 the problems are basically technical ones
dealing with the transposition of words from one language into another
through the medium of synonyms (with all the semantic complexities in-
volved), analogies, meter, cadence, melody, cacophony, assonance, con-
sonance, and all other varieties of the orchestral use of language.

In his early period, Cavafis wrote primarily in the standard iambic
meter of modern Greek versification (with its many elisions and occasional
anapests) and often in equal line lengths rhymed according to some pat-
tern. As he progressed, he took more liberties with his meter, loosening
it, making his lines more irregular in length in any one poem and often
rhyming sporadically with no regular pattern in mind. Nevertheless, all
of his poems from beginning to end, with the exception of very few
contrasting lines, have a basic metrical construction. He was to write
elaborately metered and rhymed poetry to the end of his life.

As I have written in Modern Greek Poetry, Cavafis's language and
syntax are based not on the Greek of the educated Athenian of his time
but on that of the Greek Diaspora, spoken with the intonations and ac-
cents of Constantinople, Alexandria and Asia Minor. He embellished
this demotic base with words, idioms, and turns of expression borrowed
not only from the katharevousa or purist language of his period, but also
from the entire range of the Greek language from classical to modern
times, delighting to set an archaic word next to some contemporary col-
loquialism in order to demonstrate the pedantry of modern argot as
well as of some ancient text. This result became an idiom peculiarly his
own, an individual amalgam which identifies his work at once, an
artifice suited to and made integral by his temperament and which, by
its historical nature, is lost when translated into the English language,
whose shorter historical development and lack of dichotomy in regard to
the "language problem" does not permit of such amalgamation.

Both Mavrogordato and Dalven have translated into the common
standard English of London and New York respectively; but Keeley-
Sherrard, insisting that Cavafis's language is more colloquial than has
been maintained, have opted for a racier diction that at times borders
on slang. Both Dalven and Keeley-Sherrard have translated all the poems
into unrhymed free verse devoid of any metrical base, whereas
Mavrogordato has essayed the almost impossible task not only of keep-
ing to Cavafis's meters but also to his specific rhyme schemes or orders.
Trust in Dalven as a responsible translator was greatly lessened when
she published her Modern Greek Poetry in 1949, and lessened further
when, in 1971, she reissued it "Revised and Enlarged" with almost all
of her original errors intact. In her translations of Cavafis, however,
she is mostly free of error, having had the good sense to rely on the

2Judging by his excellent Cavafy's Alexandria: Study of a Myth in Progress
(Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1976), Edmund Keeley is by far best
qualified from this point of view.
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previous translations of Mavrogordato in English, and that of Yourcenar
and Dirnaras in French. Mavrogordato, as a former Modern Greek and
Byzantine scholar at Oxford, is aware of what he is doing and what
freedom to permit himself when he is forced to paraphrase in order to
keep to meter and rhyme. Keeley and Sherrard, scholars both, had the
advantage of collaborating with George Savidis, Cavafis's editor and
the custodian of the Cavafis papers. I have used rhyme only once in my
own translations, when it came easily and seemed appropriate; but I have
tried analogously to follow Cavafis's development in metrical variation
throughout his early, middle and late periods. In order to keep or retain
a rhyme scheme, a translator is often forced to pad or distort, whereas a
good technician can translate meter into an analogous meter and still re-
main true to his original text.

When I was editing the periodical Greek Heritage, I would give one
of my assistants my files containing my translations of the modern Greek
poets, so that he might translate some biographical and bibliographical
material included there. To my astonishment, I found that he had stolen
several of my translations of Embericos and had published them in an
English periodical as his own. He did not know, however, that I had
published these same translations in an American periodical eighteen years
previously, and when I confronted him with these two publications where
the same poems faced one another like identical twins, the same line
by line and word by word, he replied blandly that the best of translators
would naturally think of the same word in the same place and in the
same rhythmical scheme. This is utterly impossible. If a hundred per-
sons were to translate the same poem (beyond, say, the length of three
or four lines) not one translation would be the same as the other, be-
cause each translator would have to choose among a rich variety of
synonyms for any one word, and among many syntactical constructions
for the rhythms, meters, melodies or cadences he wanted.

Before I continue, I want to make several presuppositions clear. One
is that all the translators here discussed, including myself, have not
availed themselves of the liberties of free adaptation or paraphrase but
have tried to remain as true as possible to the original text, to "follow
the letter," as Came-Ross so aptly put it, "with a fair hope of keeping
faith with the spirit." I also want it understood that in weighing the
appropriateness in translation of a certain word or phrase, I am quite
aware that the choice of the translator has been influenced by other than
literal considerations. In evaluating particular words or phrases, I have
tried to keep in mind the fact that the translator had to consider these
in context, in the general tone, tendency and meaning of the entire poem.
I have also tried to keep in mind the various orchestral and rhythmical
problems in the entire context of the poem which impelled a translator
toward his or her final choice.

As an example of the wide variety of choice open to the translator,
let us take such an ordinary phrase as that of act/meg Arceg in Cavafis's
poem "Orophernis" (for the sake of convenience I shall use the Keeley-
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Sherrard translation and spelling of titles). Nouns are the one part of
speech in which usually there can be general agreement; all our trans-
lators use "nights" for vOx-ces. But verbs, adjectives and abverbs are an
utterly different matter, for here the translator is confronted with a wide
variety of choice. For Rctia tac Dalven has chosen "rapturous,"
Mavrogordato "wonderful," and Keeley-Sherrard shifted from "ex-
quisite" in Selected Poems to "superb" in Collected Poems. Depending
on good or bad taste, predilections, shades of meaning, rhythm or sound
patterns in relation to words preceding or following, other translators
might have preferred "excellent," "admirable," "splendid," "first-rate,"
"first-class," or dozens of other synonyms or near-synonyms they might
have found under any of these words in Roget's Thesaurus.

Take another very ordinary phrase, 6pcach Scapa, from "Envoys from
Alexandria." ,atbpa becomes "gifts" in all three translations ("presents"
might have been chosen), but Copcdcs becomes "lovely" in D (Dalven),
"beautiful" in M (Mavrogordato), "fine" at first in KS (Keeley-
Sherrard) and then "wonderful," all legitimate choices. In the second
stanza of the same poem, "presents" is preferred by M for Scapa in the
phrase tide Sciipa. t& Acquipi, but Accpa:pi in D becomes "remarkable," in
M "wonderful," in KS "marvelous." In "The God Abandons Antony,"
vacs-m(00 Occ:caou in D becomes "mystical troupe," in M "mystic com-
pany," in KS "strange procession," in F (Friar) "occult procession." In
the same poem, -r& axiSto sou becomes in D "the plans of
your life," in M "the plans of a life-time," in KS "your plans" ("life's"
plans must have seemed redundant to KS), and in F "your life's plans."
Again, in the same poem, yEAcca0eig becomes in D "do not be fooled,"
in M "do not be tricked," in KS "don't fool yourself," in F "do not
deceive yourself." In "Theodotos," Cavafis speaks of the cpptxtb xecpca
of Pompey being brought in on a tray; in D this becomes "the hideous,"
in M "the dreadful," in KS "the repulsive," and in F "the frightful"
head. In "Alexandrian Kings," Cavafis uses the word j.46070tocv to
designate a mob congregating in a stadium. According to the impetus
preferred, D translates "gathered together," M "came in a crowd," KS
"turned out in force," and F "came in swarms." However, when in
"Waiting for the Barbarians," Cavafis describes the Senators gathering
in the Senate, he uses the word ainccOpocapivoe. In M this becomes
"crowded," in D "assembled," in KS "packed," then "assembled," in
F "mustered." In "Nero's Deadline," yottydcaca, becomes in D "athletic
fields," in M "sporting grounds," in KS "stadiums." I have given
enough examples, I believe, to demonstrate that choices are too many
and diverse for any translator to select the same words consistently.

Often we shall find not only a range of legitimate choices made by trans-
lators, but preferences and predilections at work. In "Kaisarion," the poem
begins 'Ev pipet yt& v& Rompt66cso) p.c& &I.cor4, which is literally trans-
lated by D as "partly to verify an epoch," and by M "partly to verify
a period's descriptions" (that he might rhyme with "inscriptions"). KS
at first translated "partly to verify my memory of a historical period,"
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and then "partly to verify the facts of a certain period," both of which
seem to me unnecessarily explicatory and run counter to their general
tendency toward condensation, although such paraphrastic explications do
occur in their translations now and then. In the same poem, gySooc,
xperccztot, cirl,Ooepyot, become in D "glorious, mighty, beneficent," in
M "famous, strong, full of noble deeds," in KS "glorious, mighty,
benevolent." Maw 6vztpd)871 aupactzOntiwli atiopyick becomes in D "a
dreamy compassionate beauty," in M "a dreamlike and attractive loveli-
ness," and in KS "a dreamy, appealing beauty." Dmitbg xat %wpm-
aplyo; becomes in D "wan and weary," in M "pale and tired," in KS
"pale and weary." In the last line of this poem, of cpanot, becomes in D
a pallid "the wicked," in M an explanatory "the baser sort," and in KS,
indicating their penchant for the highly colloquial even when there is
no call for it in the original, "the bastards," later toned down to "the
scum." The word literally means the "depraved, corrupt, profligate, per-
verse," or, perhaps best of all, the "vicious," as in the phrase pocaog
xi'mAoc, that is, "vicious circle."

If I would fault KS anywhere in their choice of words and phrases
it would be in their tendency to overstress the colloquial in Cavafis to
the point where it borders on slang. "What the translators have done is
to incline the Cavafian diction toward what today in certain circles is
considered to be the only proper tone for modem poetry: one which
avoids the rhetorical and the formal and admires the colloquial and the
informal. This makes Cavafis more "available," more "acceptable" to
an American public (less, I believe, to an English public) and in dan-
ger of falling into the "fashionable." Cavafis's diction, in my opinion,
inclines less to the informality of, say, an Ezra Pound than to that of a
T. S. Eliot, with whom, as Seferis recognized, Cavafis had affinities.

Both Keeley and Sherrard, of course, are quite aware of this tendency
of theirs and have occasionally restrained it. For instance, in "Myris:
Alexandria, A.D. 340," the common Greek, rac Tip/ 1.57c6Xl 4c TOO 1661101)
Uvoiccatoc, has been toned down from the translators' earlier "not caring
a damn what people thought" (at least they sidestepped the slangier
"not giving a damn") to "not caring what anyone thought." D has
"careless about the world's esteem," M has "about the world's esteem re-
gardless," and F "not for the world's regard concerned." Similarly, they
have changed the last line of "In the Year 200 B.C.," Pt& Amektp.ovtouc

Td)pct! , which is mildly colloquial in Greek, from their orig-
inal "Who gives a damn about the Lacedaemonians now!" to the relatively
weak "How can one talk about Lacedaemonians now!" M has "Talk
about the Lacedaemonians now " D has "Are we going to talk about
the Lacedaemonians now!," and F "What's all this talk about the
Lacedaemonians now!"

When Cavafis does use a highly colloquial or idiomatic expression,
KS are extremely skillful in finding an English-American equivalent. At
times, even, when Cavafis's term is standard Greek, their colloquial choice
seems more apt. Take, for instance, the title of the poem 11 Acopta,
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Niptavo. Acopta, literally means a term, a time limit, a delay, an allow-
ance of time. Accordingly, M and D both translate "Nero's Term" to
designate the term of life allotted to Nero by the god Apollo at Delphi.
Another translator might have chosen "Nero's Life Span." But by trans-
lating "Nero's Deadline," KS have utilized a legitimate and creative
liberty, given point and immediacy in context when in the body of the
poem they translate "The deadline/the god has given him is quite
enough." AO's& 6 Nipcov is correctly translated by M scholastically
"So Nero throught," by D awkwardly as "These things Nero thought,"
and by KS at first too literally as "So Nero muses," and then,
by shifting Cavafis's emphasis from Nero's own self-complacency to an
onlooker's objective comment, "So much for Nero," a phrase one is in-
clined to like for it seems so colloquially right, although it is, nevertheless,
contrary to Cavafis's intention. These are delicate points, of course, and
may be argued several ways. In "Julian and the Antiochians," Cavafis
speaks about Julian's Tic 7:spi vin 4086w Ostby eespoXoyieg or, as both
M and D translate, "airy chatter about the false gods," whereas KS climax
a series of scathing comments about Julian by translating aptly "his hot
air about the false gods."

There is no doubt that Cavafis delighted more and more in using
colloquial and idiomatic terms cheek by jowl with more formal diction,
and this is perhaps best seen in what may be the last poem he wrote, "On
the Outskirts of Antioch," again about one of his favorite subjects, Julian.
He opens his poem by having the people of Antioch express astonish-
ment about tia vfa xalt,thjtcvm Ioatezvoii, awkwardly translated by
M and D respectively as "The latest goings-on of Julian" and "The latest
doings of Julian." My own "about Julian's latest antics" seems better, but
best of all is KS's "what Julian was up to now." Apollo is annoyed by the
tombs of some Christian martyrs near his temple. The phrase is Tbv ho-
xX000czy, translated by M "were disturbing him," by D "disturbed him," by
F "annoyed him," and by KS "got on his nerves," which immediately strikes
a familiar note to the American reader and makes him feel at home.
The Greek word, however, is as standard as the American words "an-
noyed" or "disturbed"; had Cavafis wanted to color his phrase more col-
loquially, he could have used either of two Greek expressions which are the
equivalent of that used by KS, 76y xtuno06av crrac veOpa or TO Eacvccv crr&
vs5poc. Indeed, later on in the poem Cavafis says that Julian veoptcan, that
is, as D translates, "his nerves were on edge." M's expression, "he was
nervy," is a curious mistranslation, for, to an American reader at least, this
would mean that Julian became audacious, as in "a nervy guy," or "what
nerve!" F has Julian become "irritated," but I believe KS found the best
solution, shifting from their earlier rhetorical "grew wild" to their apt "lost
his temper." Julian also avotaXOUpaCtheyjxv, that is, literally, as all four
translators agreed, prepared himself to do battle by "tucking" or "rolling
up his sleeves." But again KS in their final choice found the apt term,
and their Julian "got all worked up." Finally, says Cavafis, gcsxocas 6
'IouXtcw6q, that is, in M Julian "was ready to burst," in D he "was
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bursting with rage," in F he "burst with rage," but KS opted, in line
with their proclivity for slang at times, for "Julian blew up." All in
all, this poem is one of the best examples of Cavafis's growing penchant
for the colloquial and has given KS an opportunity to display their talent
for transposition. Unfortunately, I suggest, they have made it too much
of a touchstone by which, in a backward glance, to rework other, earlier,
more formal poems into its mold. Again in "Dareios," the poet Phemazis
ecarip.oyat, that is, in D he becomes "impatient," in M he is 'worried," in
F he "frets," but in KS he at first "gets worked up," and then, more
vulgarly, "gets all worked up." 'Atux/cc! he exclaims: in both M and D
"How unfortunate!," in F "What bad luck!," but, best of all, in KS
"What a bad break!"

In "From the School of the Renowned Philosopher," the young cynical
protagonist is contemptuous of such shibboleths as family tradition, duties
to his country, la &AXct napOp.occc, translated by M as "and other
high-sounding matters of the sort," by D "and other similar high-sounding
matters," by F "and other such grandiloquence." KS wisely sheered off
from their first slangy "and all that junk" to the excellent "and other
resonant banalities of that kind."

Here and there one wonders why KS chose not to translate with
precision where Cavafis's word is better in context than that deliberately
substituted by the translators. In "Ithaca," the poet speaks of the time
when Odysseus will eventually anchor at his island, which is stronger and
better than KS having Odysseus eventually reach the island. In "Phil-
hellene," the protagonist wants to be certain that the word "Philhellene"
is engraved in the proper place, whereas KS unnecessarily interpret and
say that the word has been added even though they translate "engraving"
in the opening line. But perhaps the most puzzling example has to do
with one of the most moving lines in Cavafis where, in "One of Their
Gods," he describes an ancient Greek god descending to earth disguised
as an adolescent in order to indulge in orgies and debaucheries, knowing
that, unlike Dorian Gray, he will never be touched by the slightest stigma
of corruption, either physical or spiritual. He passes through the city,
says Cavafis, pl xacptic Ttilc etcpOccpcstac plc ot& gcuct. Both M and D
translate "with the joy of incorruptibility in his eyes." Inexplicably, KS
have preferred to shift the emphasis from a negative to a positive tone
by translating "the joy of being immortal in his eyes," whereas in Cavafis
the ironic emphasis lies not so much in possessing the immortal attributes
of a god as in not possessing the mortal attributes of a man. It is also in-
structive to note how M's and D's use of the seven syllable word "incor-
ruptibility" not only slackens the rhythm of the Line but also shifts the
meaning from the more sensorily immediate "incorruption" to the quality
of being incorruptible. In addition, "incorruption" seems to me to be
preferable to "incorruptibility" because, by being specifically biblical (as
the Oxford English Dictionary informs us), it is more appropriate in
this context of a god's incarnation, and, by being somewhat archaic, agrees
with Cavafis's penchant for such words. Best of all to my mind and ear
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would be "the joy of incorruption in his eyes," a fine English pentameter.
In shifting from "incorruption" to "being immortal," KS could no

doubt prepare as over-elaborate a defense as that which Keeley presented
in his essay "On Translating Cavafy and Seferis" (Shenandoah, Winter,
1971) for translating a yyeAoc in the first stanza of Seferis's "Mythisto-
rima" into "herald" instead of "messenger," the word used by all other
translators, including his own earlier choice. Keeley himself points out
the long linguistic history of "messenger," which includes the ordinary
"angel" of contemporary speech, the Christian "messenger of God," and
the more ancient "messenger" of classical drama. But surely it is on
exactly these grounds that "messenger" is the preferable translation into
English, for even today it contains all these three connotations. Indeed,
the first definition for "messenger" in the unabridged Webster's reads
"One who bears a message or does an errand; as God's messenger, i.e.
an angel." It also connotes "a forerunner; harbinger; a herald." We
may quote from the prophet Malachi (III, i), who tells of how the Lord
spoke to him and said, "I will send my messenger, and he shall prepare
the way before me." As we see, "messenger" does contain the possibilities
of "angel," of the Christian and classical "messenger," and even of
"herald," but "herald" does not. On the contrary, it is laden with medieval
heraldic pomp and circumstance utterly foreign to Seferis's intent, even
though, with his faulty English, Seferis seems himself to have preferred
"herald." Perhaps this overly subtle reasoning which defeats itself is an
example of what we all fall victim to at times when we permit our theories
to override our practice and bring us to conclusions diametrically opposed
to a simpler and more obvious solution.

Thus far I have been dealing with problems of diction. As I pointed
out earlier, the other elements with which a translator must deal are those
of meter, melody, cadence and orchestration, including not only full rhyme
but also its richer possibilities in assonance and consonance. From the
outset, KS decided that the cost to be paid in falsification would be too
great were they to attempt to reproduce such effects. Therefore, not only
have they made no attempt to reproduce any of the whole, approximate
or homonymous rhymes in Cavafis (quite correctly, in my opinion), but
neither any attempt, so far as I can see, to reproduce any of the rhythmical
or orchestral effects. Instead they have concentrated on bringing over
Cavaf is's specific words, phrases, paragraphs and meaning into an Eng-
lish as concentrated, precise and colloquial as possible. "What this trans-
lation attempts to capture," Keeley and Savidis write in their Introduc-
tion to Passions and Ancient Days, "is the special sensibility that pervades
Cavafy's work ... an idiom close in spirit to that which Cavafy was
striving for in his maturest verse."

If we grant their intent, then we must admit that they have succeeded
admirably, and there can be no doubt that of all extant translations theirs
is on the whole the one most consistent with the contemporary concept
of a poem as lean, hard and unrhetorical, as well written, as Pound
said, as prose or the conversation between intelligent men. This is indeed
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what we have before us, and although perhaps in the majority of the
later poems, and even in some early ones, this approach serves Cavafis
best, even these poems basically have been translated into the rhythms
and syntax of excellent contemporary English prose. The translators'
sentences and paragraphs lack, it seems to me, that orchestration, that
delicate distinction which, in such cases, distinguishes a line of poetry
from a line of prose in the context of its stanzaic progression. They have
even discarded Cavafis's use at times of startling enjambment for the
more ordered phrasal and visual arrangement of prose, even though there
were no technical difficulties to impede them. Nonetheless, what gives
these translations the flavor of good poetry is the translators' careful con-
sideration of overall structure, selection, idiom, meaning and point-of-
view which inevitably carry over into English from even the most prosaic
of Cavafis's lines in Greek.

By insisting too much on this approach, KS have fallen into another
kind of "falsification," evident not only in their translations of Cavafis's
poems written in uneven line lengths but also in his highly artificed
and metered poems, where the metrical patterns are rigidly elaborated,
including complicated patterns of inner and outer rhymes. What these
translators give us is only one aspect of Cavafis's sensibility, and of
course the one which in the minds of these translators is the basic
Cavafis: the poet as he wrote in his "maturest years." But Cavafis's poems
cover a range of thirty-seven years, from 1896 to 1933, which through-
out the world were revolutionary in the shift of poetic sensibility and
techniques. Since KS believe that no translation can give an accurate
image of the stylistic development of the poet at any stage of his evolu-
tion, they have opted for his most mature style throughout, but this
stance defines more the limitations of the translators than the possibilities
inherent in translation.

Perhaps I can make my point clear by taking an early poem by Yeats,
which he came to dislike because of its romantic imagery, rhetoric and
convoluted syntax, and try to "translate" it into good contemporary Eng-
lish prose, ignoring its lilting rhythms, but keeping in mind Yeats's own
propensity toward leanness in his later period. The first two lines of the
poem, "The Lake Isle of Innisfree," will suffice for my purposes.

I will arise and go now, and go to Innisfree
And a small cabin build there, of clay and wattles made.

This would become:

Now I will get up and go to Innisfree
And build a small cabin there made of day and wattles.

Without their meter, cadences and inversions, the lilt of Yeats's lines,
which contains more than half of their charm and meaning, now be-
comes flat and insipid. (It is interesting to note that Yeats employs here
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a meter which was a favorite of Cavafis—a hexameter split by a caesura
into two trimeters in the middle.) To my ear, the KS translations lack
the resilience, the suggestivity, the evocation which only the sensory and
rhythmical aspects of language can contribute.

Let me take an example from Cavafis himself, and this from one of
his best and most famous poems, "Ithaca." The poet advises the Odyssean
traveler to take his time in getting to Ithaca, to stop at various Phoenician
ports %al, 'ti mak rcpayp.cfc-ce tec e47ccoctilaatg. The eleven syllables of
this undulating iambic pentameter with feminine ending, with its play
of short and long syllables and words, with its thrice repeated "es" word
endings in a row dwindling into a final "eis," with its orchestral play
of the end stops k, p and t, is reduced by KS to four abrupt monosyllables:
"to buy fine things." These strike with sharp staccato notes utterly for-
eign not only to this specific line but also to the rhythmic flow of the
entire poem, and they are quite un-Cavafian. The curious thing is that
even the words chosen by the translators, as KS well know, are not those
Cavafis intended. He could indeed have selected 7cpiypa-ca, or "things,"
but he chose wpozwitecag, which are "goods, wares, merchandise." He
did not choose iyopiaetc or "buy," but emox7AastG, which is more
formal and means "to acquire, to obtain, to gain." M makes his transla-
tion a passable tetrameter, "and must acquire good merchandise." D's
is a flat "and purchase fine merchandise." I have opted for the iambic
tetrameter "to procure the goodly merchandise," deliberately choosing
"procure" for two reasons: because it has a more formal tone than
"acquire" or "purchase" or "obtain," in keeping with Cavafis's own
choice, and because I think he might have been delighted with its over-
tones of sexual illegality in English, as in "procurer." Indeed, Cavafis
does give such emphasis to this same word by placing it at the very end
of a short poem, "In the Street," where a young man, on leaving his
illicit lover, walks down the street still mesmerized dm?) viry gtoV) It oµYj
118ovii Tx?) eacix-rive, which I've translated "the gross and lawless
lust he has procured." KS translate "the very illicit pleasure he's just
experienced"; M has "The very lawless pleasure has been his"; and D,
inserting an explication, "the so deviate sensual delight he has enjoyed."

Where, then, is it permissible for the translator, who is not freely
adapting or paraphrasing, to extend the meaning of the original word
before him? By choosing "procure" I am deliberately suggesting that
the young man had slept with someone he had picked up, or who had
picked him up, for the word eviciwcype seems to rule out the possibility
that he had been sleeping with some friend or lover. The "sexual
pleasure" or "lust" he had obtained or procured is described as "very
lawless" or "very illicit," which may denote a female as well as a male
pick-up or prostitute or hustler, for Cavafis in his early poems deliberately
leaves the gender ambiguous. D goes beyond permissible limits here and
narrows the suggestivity of the poem by specifying bop) 3i30vil as
"deviate" sexual pleasure. We do know from Cavafis's proclivities and
his later explicit poems that he is indeed referring to the love that dares
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not speak its name, but this is information that should remain outside the
context of the poem itself, and should not be used when it limits the poet's
intent.

I had occasion in another poem, "Sophist Leaving Syria," to indulge
in another double meaning which, I think, might have amused Cavafis.
The poem is about Mevis, the most handsome and most celebrated young
man in Antioch for whom his customers, in return for sexual favors,
7ckripthYouv, that is to say, "pay" more than for any other young man who
leads "that kind of life." KS translate "Not one of them gets paid /
what he gets paid." D translates "to none / . . . do they pay as high a
price / as they pay him." M translates "Not one of them they pay / As
dearly as for him " "Not one," I translate, "comes so expensively," re-
ferring both to purchase and practice! Further, "to have Mevis," as
KS correctly note, "just for two or three days," his customers must "often
give / as much as a hundred staters." By shifting the tense, "that Mevis
might be had," I've again permitted myself a colloquial double meaning
which is not the attribute of the Greek auxiliary verb gxw, but is for-
tunately very apt, I believe, in these circumstances. There is even a triple
sense in which Mevis has been had ! I confess here to mischievous intent,
to a translator's occasional prerogative to indulge himself if he is thor-
oughly conscious of what he is doing. At least I have kept to Cavafis's
literal intent, although on a connotative and not a denotative level.

Keeping metrical and orchestral considerations in mind (which are,
as I keep insisting, an indissoluble part of the meaning) I believe one
should be as true to the text as possible, which does not mean, however,
that one must always translate as literally as possible. Take the sentence,
for example, in "Dimaratos": LcopucpthO' Sua-cuxfa "CM Again, D's
is the most literal and exact translation, "His misfortune has reached its
peak." M stoops to cliche, "His sorrow is crowned." But KS have suc-
cessfully rethought the meaning into English by first translating "His
position couldn't be worse," a good rendering, and later bettering it with
"His distress couldn't be greater," an excellent rendering. Take so simple
a matter as the translation of a title, °Evocc v6o;, tins %wig toO Myoo-
crcb 24ov Itog Too. D translates "A Young Man Skilled in the Art of
the Word," but inexplicably leaves out "in his 24th Year," a fact of im-
portance because the age of the young man is nowhere revealed in the
body of the text, and we know from many other similar poems that
Cavafis was very particular about the exact age of his young men (any-
one beyond the age of twenty-nine seemed undesirable to him) M trans-
lates best, "A Young Artist in Words in His Twenty-fourth Year," yet
does not keep to Cavafis's preference for printing the year in numerals, as
he should. (Similarly, by capitalizing the first letter of all verse lines in
his translations of Cavafis, M gives us both false information and style, for
Cavafis was among the first poets of his generation to discard this prac-
tice.) When KS translate "A Young Poet in His Twenty-fourth Year,"
they not only follow M in spelling out "24th" (and in other similar
titles), but go so far as to specify that the young "artist in words" is a
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poet, for which no evidence exists in the poem; the young man might
equally be a writer of prose. Indeed, from the portrait Cavafis draws of
the dissipated and weak-willed youth who is unrequited in love and drags
himself from cafe bar to bar, I believe Cavafis means ironically to suggest
one of those precious young men who dedicate themselves to "writing"
but never write a word. In their first version of this poem, KS fell into
the trap of translating the young man's Civ6p, c;007 •!)6ovi] into the uncalled-
for and specific "homosexual love," but extricated themselves by chang-
ing to "abnormal form of pleasure" in their second version, although
"pleasure" is too weak a word for

When we consider that KS deliberately condense the already con-
centrated Cavafian line as much as they can, it is rather surprising to
find instances where they add to a phrase unnecessarily, since no exigen-
cies of meter or rhyme force them to such practice. In "Tomb of Lanis,"
a young man consoles himself "in his home" by gazing on the portrait of
a beloved friend who has died; there seems to be no rhythmical, and cer-
tainly no metrical, reason for adding "in his room at home." In "Body
Remember," KS again did well to drop an unnecessary explicatory clause
from their first draft, changing "trembling for you in voices that spoke
to you" into "trembling for you in voices," as Cavafis has it. Nor does
there seem to be any reason for adding "the slightest" in the line "with-
out the slightest fear or weakness," something they might legitimately do
if they were trying to keep to a meter. Nor, in the context of the poem
"One Night," is it necessary to add "with passion" to Cavafis's "I'm
drunk again." In "Dimaratos," Cavafis italicizes the auxiliary verb to
avoid any doubt about the young man's legitimacy, and prints "He was
Ariston's son." But KS, by pointing out that "He was definitely Ariston's
son," change the tone and style of the line. An excellent example of
padding and overexplanation is KS's first draft of xi ag ?Oa 606 -) Tceoc
6X67cco aka, from "Morning Sea," when they translate "And I'll make
myself believe that I really see all this." They immeasurably and more
accurately improved it later by changing it to "And let me pretend I
see all this."

When a poet repeats a word he has some reason, usually rhythmic.
This frequent practice of Cavafis must seem at times to be tautological
to KS, and they will occasionally cut out a repetition in their versions,
leaving out, for instance, the word "today" the second time Cavafis re-
peats it in "Waiting for the Barbarians": "Why are they carrying elegant
canes [today] ?", or leaving out one of the six mentions in twelve lines of
the word "candle" in the early poem of that title. Of course in English
the translator can only unresiliently repeat "candles," whereas the poet
of an inflected language like Greek, where the diminutive is also com-
mon, may vary, as Cavafis does, with %Er)* xspixicc, xeptAy.

A poem should be read not with the mind alone but with one's
entire faculties, intuitive and sensory as well as mental. The translator,
however, must at times use his mental faculties exclusively in trying to
understand and make clear to himself the poet's overall meaning or in-
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tention, but he must then beware of falling into the trap of includ-
ing his explanatory notes in the translation itself, thus destroying the
resilience and suggestivity of a line. I once made a present of a Greek
translation of Hamlet (which I had not read) to some friends who had
only a grade school education. Later, when I asked them about the
meaning of some difficult and obscure passages, I found that they gave
me explicit, sensible answers. By turning to the Greek text, I discovered
that the translator had clarified all obscurities by retranslating the lines
and incorporating into them what his research had revealed.

If at times KS have over-extended the meaning of a line by adding
unnecessary words, they have also at times inexplicably left out neces-
sary words or phrases. In "Their Beginning," the young couple, says
Cavafis, after the fulfillment of their "illicit pleasure," "get up from
the mattress and dress quickly." Such a concrete, visual, and precise de-
tail as getting up "from the mattress" is certainly essential not only to
correctness but also to tone and cannot be omitted, no matter what overall
understanding the translators had of this poem. KS simply translate
"They get up and dress quickly."

PART II

In the July 16, 1974 issue of The New York Review of Books, a
long review appeared by James Merrill of Robert Liddell's biography of
Cavafis and of the KS translation, in which he concludes (and I agree)
that on its own terms the translation is admirable and the best avail-
able. His objections, however, are also in line with mine: that KS too
often neglect "formal effects ... indispensable to meaning," and, quot-
ing me, the "artifice suited to and made integral by [Cavafis's) tem-
perament." As an example, he quotes koiptove Oslo; Ioacog
from "Comes to Rest," and objects to KS's "it was a beautiful hot July"
because it "misses the point" Cavafis is making about artifice. He sug-
gests either "the fires of divine July were lit," which I find barely ade-
quate, or "Divine July had brought us to white heat," which is a misinter-
pretation because it throws the emphasis on the sexual heat of the lovers
whereas Cavafis makes it clear that the lovers weren't wearing much
clothing because the day was so hot. That the lovers were themselves in
heat is implied, of course, but not stated, in accord with Cavafis's habit
of indirection. D has "for a divine month of July was scorching hot,"
which I find too much a cliché. I find M's best of all, "for a divine month
of July was blazing." I suspect here that KS disapproved of Cavafis's
tautology and therefore left out "month," finding "July" sufficient. In
keeping with their low-keyed interpretation, they also probably found
Cavafis's "divine" embarrassing and therefore toned it down to "beauti-
ful," succeeding only, I am afraid, in flattening out the line.

Merrill goes on to discuss the formal elements ignored by KS by
analyzing their translation of "Days of 1909, '10, and '11," quoting also
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my own version of the second stanza and essaying his own translation
of it. Here is the original text of the poem:

MEPEE TOY 1909, '10, KAI '11

Tvbc Tupavvtaylvou, wctoxovitou vatmto13
(&xb vial To5 Aiya6ou HeAdtyoug) 1)-cctv
'Epygovtav a ataepa. IlaX716pouxa cpoporias.
MxtattEva to ISOailliCVC64 Too -Cyjg 3ouXetãt; 	 EXeetvi.
Vic x6pta, -coo flactv Aeptop.iva etnb axouptic xat Adtata.

Tb 6pa3uvO, cs&v ExAste -cb ttayal,
cltv "ktCGY TC7co-ce v& EvtOuttei TccAO,
%alit& xpa6Otta %dun); etxpt3'11,
milt& xpa6i-ca yt& Tip Kuptaxii,

6ttplva	 eixe 3eI xat AaxtotpoOas
xavEva tbpato Tcouxkitao
Tb attitta Toll yt& Eva -cd0a^npo	 Sub nouAo0cse.

dtepwctbp.at ay atolls etpxatouc xatpok
elxev 111 gv3o-ri 'AXedtvapeta viov Trtb iteptxmAX44,
ntb TiXeto &Opt anb abTbv—Tcob	 xaplvoc:
Sbv gytve, Evvoettat, ayoattet Too l  Carypacptet*
seub 7CaX1loµdc'yczo Evbc at3epa ptxplvoc,
ypipyop' et7t'	 ET:17rorri bouAsti,
xt Curb Aarxt xpat7t&X7, TaXottmopylvli, axe pOapet.

The KS translation is as follows:

DAYS OF 1909, '10, AND '11

He was the son of a misused, poverty-stricken sailor
(from an island in the Aegean Sea).
He worked for an ironmonger: this clothes were shabby,
his workshoes miserably torn,
his hands filthy with rust and oil.

In the evenings, after the shop closed,
if there was something he longed for especially,
a more or less expensive tie,
a tie for Sunday,
or if he saw and coveted
a beautiful blue shirt in some store window,
he'd sell his body for a half-crown or two.

I ask myself if the great Alexandria
of ancient times could boast of a boy
more exquisite, more perfect—thoroughly neglected though he was
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that is, we don't have a statue or painting of him;
thrust into that poor ironmonger's shop,
overworked, harassed, given to cheap debauchery,
he was soon used up.

Here is my own version, published in Modern Greek Poetry:

DAYS OF 1909, '10, AND '11

He was the son of a penurious, much-plagued mariner
(who dwelt amid the isles of the Aegean sea)
and worked as ironmonger. His clothes were old and grubby.
His working-shoes were torn and shabby.
His hands were soiled with rust and oil.

But when the shop closed down at night,
if there was something he'd delight
in having, a necktie somewhat dear,
tie that on Sunday he might wear,
or in some showcase saw and loved on sight
a lovely shirt of deepest blue,
he'd sell his body for a dollar or two.

I ask myself whether in ancient times
glorious Alexandria had a youth more ravishing,
a more perfect boy than this—who went lost.
No painting or statue, of course, was made of him;
cast in a dirty ironmonger's shop,
soon from the exhausting work
and vulgar, wretched debauchery, he wore away.

Merrill's translation of the second stanza is as follows:

As dusk fell, and the shop closed, had there been
something he longed for, something seen—
a Sunday tie, a tie beyond his means,
or shirt of beautiful dark blue
coveted in this or that vitrine-
he'd go and sell his body for a dollar or two.

Although Merrill does discuss to some degree the metrical structure,
he is primarily interested in the relationship between the "artifice" of the
rhymes as a formal device which "is usnally of one fabric with the mean-
ing." "A translation," he goes on to say, "which fails to suggest them is
hardly worth making." (When he concludes that perhaps he is too
"grumpy" about this insistence, for one would need a "lifetime ... to
achieve the—in any case—impossible," he reminds me of the time Cecil
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Maurice Bowra, then Chancellor of Oxford University, wrote to me that
I must devote my entire life to the translation of Kazantzakis's Odyssey.
I replied dryly that I thought "about four years might prove sufficient.")

Following Savidis, Merrill states that the rhyme scheme is abcde
ffffcfc gfhdhdf, although, to my mind, this does not designate correctly
the subtly used end-sounds marked as unrhymed in the lines of the first
stanza and the first line of the third stanza. In the first stanza, the last
word of the third line, soopofias, is rhymed with Xarrapotias and 7couXokse
in the second stanza, but its stressed front vowel ou is preceded and an-
nounced by the ou in the stressed syllable of the last word of the first
line, vccuttxo5, while the missing "s" sound of this syllable is supplied
by the s- stressed monosyllable that ends the second line, uE6g (technically,
the one end word in the poem which is not "rhymed"). The 00 sound
is finally heard as a dying fall in the ending of the first line of the third
stanza, mtpotig. In addition, the last words of the last two lines of the
first stanza—neEt,y& and )4am—ere rhymed in a manner often used by
Merrill himself in his own poems: that is, although the stressed syllables
in these words are rhymed—Xcx, and va—the unstressed second syllable of
A& w. dwindles away with the same "ah" sound. Cavafis is, in effect,
tuning up his orchestra for the "rum doings" which Merrill correctly notes
in the second stanza with its four opening masculine rhymes—wzy4t,
=Xi), Ocxpt,67, Kuptaxii—followed a line later by p/x61 and echoed in the
third stanza by napcxcaXil and finally by cp0apet, "to wear away," the
word which ends the poem and is the clue both in sound and meaning
to the entire poem.

By presenting us with such subtle half-sounds in his tuning-up, Cavafis
has prepared us subconsciously for chamber music, but we are given in-
stead, as Merrill points out, a series of insistent rhymes utilizing that most
common of all sounds in modern Greek, the iota. This, together with the
monotonous metrical beat of the lines, falls upon our ears like the jingles
or doggerel of children's verse, a barrel-organ effect. It is now that
Merrill makes his fundamental point, with which I profoundly agree, by
pointing out that the cheapness of structure of the stanza parallels the
cheapness of the young man's life: "Cavafis's aim here can only have been
to imitate, through that poorest, commonest of rhyme sounds, the quality
of pleasure available to the young man with his pitiful needs and by-the-
numbers behavior. To meet the same rhyme further on, as Cavafis's own
voice is winding up the story, sheds light both on his lasting compassion,
at its best without pity, and on the means whereby he remade it into
poetry."

Here Merrill is content to drop his analysis, but just as he could
have strengthened his case by pointing out how Cavafis in the opening
stanza tuned up our expectation for fuller orchestration and then startled
us with a jingle, so he could have pointed out that in the two lines of the
stanza immediately following, Cavafis achieves a heightening of melodic
line and tone even more surprising, since it follows instead of precedes
the doggerel. The opening stanza of the poem is wholly composed of
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matter-of-fact lines in simple sentence structures. The second stanza, again,
is primarily composed of staccato parallel phrases and end-stopped phrases
that enhance the jingle and the monotonous effect of cheapness, opened
and closed by simple subordination structures beginning with two met-
rically unstressed "ifs" (8ty). The opening of the third stanza, however,
suddenly rises sharply in tone with a subordination which forces the voice
to rise and fall in pitch (the secret of cadenced sentences), begun with
an "if" placed in a metrically stressed position. This preposition is preceded,
and the stanza is opened, by the most formal word in the poem, aceponeci-
tiocc, Its first two vowels, c and e, having no consonants between them, are
therefore given full strength and thus lengthened by this dieresis.
The syllables are thus given a longer duration of sound, followed im-
mediately in the same word by full omega sounds. The sound patterns
are then more fully amplified and extended in the oue, xcaouc and pok
of the remaining three words in the line, and the subordination is resolved
in gv6(471 'AXaYtyS ca—"glorious Alexandria." Here the metrically
stressed opening syllables of the two words, ev and a),, are capable of be-
ing held because the vowels are accompanied by consonants which are also
technically half-vowels, but the climax comes in the strong stress which
the back vowel "ah" receives in the third syllable of 'AX46oiSpata. The
rise and fall of the music can be retained in English by translating gvSoh
literally, that is, "glorious," instead of the less accurate and, in this con-
text, flat "great" used by KS in their tendency to deflate Cavafis at his
most lyrical. In other words, if in the second stanza the tawdry expecta-
tions of the young man are echoed and strengthened by the thin sound
patterns of the iota jingling rhymes and a series of parallel phrases, so by
contrast is the comparison to ancient times and Alexandria heightened by
a shift into middle vowels, a strategically placed back vowel, and a strong
subordination that lifts the musical tone. It is exactly just such aesthetic
considerations which I find lacking in Dalven and Mavrogordato and in
the otherwise excellent renderings of Keeley-Sherrard.

But Cavafis's adroitness does not end here. As the orchestral sounds
dwindle away in the rest of the sentence, they suddenly come to an end—
further emphasized by a dash—in the abrupt phrasing of —rco6 TV4S
vac. This I have tried to indicate by three staccato monosyllables "—who
went lost." M has translated "now forgotten and lost," D has "who has
been wasted," and KS go quite contrary to the spirit, meaning, meter and
sound by translating flatly "thoroughly neglected though he was," weaken-
ing the effect and extending Cavafis's six short syllables to nine. It seems
to me that xecgyog should literally be translated "lost," for in Greek, as
in English, the connotations are that the young man is a "lost" soul and
will be "lost" to posterity (since no painting or statue was ever made of
him) Cavafis repeats this identical trailing effect in the last two words
which end the poem, which also are isolated, and bring to a clbse not only
the young man's future but also the iota sounds: atxa cpOccpet. Again, it
seems to me, that a literal translation best captures the Cavafian dying
fall: "he wore away." glempet, not only means to wear out or wear away,
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but also connotes corruption and perversion, a secondary shade of mean-
ing highly appropriate to this boy who would sell his body for a dollar
or two, but difficult to convey in English within the same word. KS's
phrasing, "he was soon used up," seems to me too dry, too flat, and loses
its cadence of the dying fall by being given by the translators a line all to
itself. M's "he was destroyed," placed at the beginning of the line, is
much too strong; D's use of the same phrase, placed at the end of the line,
overstrengthens it.

I have translated this particular poem partly in rhyme because I had
Mavrogordato's example before me and because it came without much dif-
ficulty, but I have not tried to rhyme any other of Cavafis's poems because I
agree with KS that one loses more by necessarily padding and paraphras-
ing than one gains with sound and pattern. When confronted with a
rhymed poem, I usually try to distribute an orchestration of sound through-
out the entire poem to give it a comparable richness imparted to the orig-
inal by the rhymes. In the first stanza I did try to give some notion of
CavaEs's tuning-up effect by using the approximate rhymes "shabby—
grubby." In the second stanza I could not cope to my satisfaction with
his two-rhyme scheme and settled for three. In the third stanza I aban-
doned rhyme altogether and tried to compensate for this by pitch, cadence,
placement and metrical effects. Merrill finds that my "delight" and "loved
on sight" in the second stanza smacks too much of "gush." I am not happy
with these myself, although I do not think "gush" quite defines their
limitations. Merrill finds that his own "this or that vitrine" smacks of
fussiness, but again I do not think "fussiness" is quite the right pejorative
(Cavafis was himself very fussy), but that "vitrine" is inappropriate and
precious since it has not passed over from the French into common Eng-
lish usage (it can be found only in unabridged English dictionaries),
whereas 6t-cptvcc in. Greek is the common, everyday word used by every
Greek when he refers to a shopwindow or showcase. Besides, in English,
the accent falls on the first syllable, and thus not only spoils the jingle
effect of the rhyme but also awkwardly , wrenches the meter. Nor do I
find "been" acceptable for an American reader, who would pronounce it
to rhyme with "bin" and not with "bean." In addition, Merrill debilitates
his effort by being forced to conclude his third rhyme with an added

S." The success of the jingle effect Cavafis wants depends on full and
not ion approximate rhymes. Nor is it necessary in English to keep to iota
rhynies, since this sound does not predominate in English as it does in
Greek. Nor do I find that Merrill's "go and" in the last line adds anything
to "He'd sell his body for a dollar or two."

Were I. to retranslate this poem, I would change my rendering of
the opening line, "He was the son of a penurious, much-plagued mariner,"
which I now find inappropriate, and in which I was as much misled by
theory as KS. In order to transfer into English Cavafis's play between
demotic and formal Greek words taken from the long historical develop-
ment of the Greek language, the translator, I contend, should use an
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Anglo-Saxon base (for his "demotic") and play it off against polysyl-
labic words, as in Milton, derived from Greek or Latin (for his "purist"
words). If he cannot parallel the effects of a particular word or phrase
from Greek into English, as often he cannot, then he might play these
two elements off against each other in whatever part of the poem he can,
striving for an overall similarity of tone, depending on the amount of
demotic and formal language Cavafis used in the particular poem in ques-
tion. He must at the same time take care to be as faithful as possible to the
tone of particular words, phrases or passages when the stress by Cavafis
of their demoticism or formality permits no such manipulation by the
translator.

It now seems to me that my "penurious, much-plagued mariner" is
too elaborate an opening for Cavafis's everyday demotic in this line and
this poem, even though it does parallel the polysyllabic roll of Tupamit-

atliVOU 7C'CnOt&TOU vcarccato0. All my words with the exception of "much"
derive from the Latin or Greek. For Turiavy tallboy, from which the Eng-
lish "tyrannized" derives, I find M's "struggling" incorrect, KS's "mis-
used" inadequate, and D's "harassed," best in that it contains the sense
of tyrannized or tormented residual in the Greek word. The word "tyran-
nized" should not be used, for it is a good example of how a word often
shifts in tone and meaning when taken into another language. Cavafis's
implication is probably that the boy's father was a man tormented either
by himself or others (his superior officers perhaps). My own "much-
plagued," though accurate enough, contains plague connotations foreign
to the intent.

Why, one wonders, should the father be mentioned at all, and then
only in the opening line, which often strikes the tonal chord of the poem?
Did Cavafis perhaps mean to suggest some of the Oedipal background
from which the young man's character was formed: a very poor household
where the father is rarely present and who, when he does return from
long sea voyages, is known to the son only as a "tormented" person? For
TvuovniToo, M's "very poor" seems weak, D's "very destitute" too lit-
erary, my own "penurious" is even more literary and also carries the im-
plication of stinginess; KS's "poverty-stricken" is best, a word I had con-
sidered and then dropped because I did not want another hyphenated
word alongside "much-plagued." For ymycotoo, KS's "sailor" limits the
connotations of a seafaring man; D's and my own "mariner" is accurate
and might do if accompanied by simpler adjectives; M's "seaman" is prob-
ably the best compromise. Keeping the iambic meter in mind, I would
now settle for. "He was the son of a harassed, poverty-stricken seaman," or
"He was the son of a tormented, poverty-stricken seaman," depending on
the interpretation I wished to emphasize. (I incline now toward the lat-
ter.)

I should like to conclude my comments on the diction of this poem by
considering, in their order of appearance, other words and shades of mean-
ing. As we have seen, Cavafis opens with a picture of misery, and then,
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in parantheses—as though his second image was incidental to the locale of
this poem—informs us with subdued irony that the poverty-stricken and
tormented seaman and his son are the inhabitants of an Aegean island, a
locale associated in the reader's mind with romance and beauty. For this
reason I chose to translate yyrst into "isle" instead of "island," not only
because of its romantic associations but also hoping to invoke as a faint
echo Byron's by now notorious lines, "The isles of Greece, the isles of
Greece ! / Where burning Sappho loved and sung." I've no doubt that
Cavafis juxtaposed these two opening lines to make exactly this kind of
ironic contrast.

I now find D's, KS's and my "ironmonger," and M's "iron-smith"
to be too "English" to be acceptable, at least, to an American reader, and
would change it to "He worked for a blacksmith" or "He worked in a
blacksmith's shop," thus also changing my preposition "as" to "for" or
"in" to show conclusively that he was working not for himself but for
someone else, as befits his poverty.

KS's young man sells his body "for a half-crown or two." Cavafis
does of course use English nomenclature in the Alexandrian Greek-English
of his period, but his word -recXX ,qp0 and the English word "dollar" both
derive from the German "thaler." To translate "dollar," therefore, as do
all the other translators, is to be both more accurate and more immediate.

KS's choice of "exquisite" for 1-capcxcc),XTI (literally, "very hand-
some") seems to me too exquisite a word to describe a young man who
works in a blacksmith's shop. D has "superb-looking," which is too prosy,
and M has "loveliness," which is too weak. I have chosen "ravishing"
partly in keeping with the heightening of tone in these lines, and partly
because it is a word often used by persons of Cavafian temperament to
describe handsome young men.

This is probably the place to make two related comments. The first is
that the responsible translator must not avoid taking into consideration the
choices of his predecessors; indeed, he is duty bound to do so. If he is
a translator of quality, he is humble before the complex problems involved
and seeks assistance from every possible source. At the same time, he is
confident enough in his own ability and integrity to know that the final
result can be his only and will in its totality bear the stamp of his own
talent and personality. Besides, since his text will of necessity be published
later than that of his predecessors, he offers honest ground for scholars
to comment and measure, once they have considered the common meeting-
ground in a poem where mandatory literalness leaves little room for
choice. My other comment is that, taking into consideration the theoretical
presuppositions of the translators and the multiplicity of choice in diction,
rhythm and orchestration which confronts them, no two translations can
ever possibly be exactly the same. With the examples I have presented thus
far I hope I have quite disposed of my young assistant's thieving conten-
tion that great minds will arrive at exactly the same results. This may oc-
casionally be true in science but not in translation.

Primarily concerned with Cavafis's rhyme patterns, Merrill gives only
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brief attention to the metrical structure of the poem. He points out cor-
rectly that a "magical" effect is produced in the shift from the longer line
lengths of the first stanza to the shorter line lengths of the second in
order to correspond to the staccato beat of the insistent masculine rhymes:
"one foot, then two, are subtracted from the opening's seven-foot line."
The opening five-line stanza is composed of three alternating seven-foot
lines between which are sandwiched a six-foot and an eight-foot line.
The first six lines of the second stanza are evenly divided, though not con-
secutively, by three five-foot and three six-foot lines and concluded by
a seven-foot line. In keeping with the heightening of tone I have men-
tioned, the third stanza breaks the near monotony and approximate regu-
larity of the second stanza by dramatically juxtaposing contrasting line
lengths varying from five to eight feet. The overall pattern is: 76787
6655657 5867658. It will be noted that the poem has for an epicenter six
six-foot lines, flanked by five five-foot lines and five seven-foot lines,
varied by three eight-foot lines; that is, Cavafis varies almost equally on
the basic structure of the hexameter, or six-foot line, contracting or expand-
ing it as the flow of his emotion directs. The iambic meter is kept through-
out with a few normal elisions and anapests. Only six lines end with an
unstressed or feminine ending, but thirteen lines end with a stressed or
masculine ending, something rare in a Greek poem where, because of the
morphology of the Greek language, most words end with unstressed syl-
lables.

In the Appendix to the Keeley-Sherrard translation, George Savidis
has added notes to the poem and has considerably aided Cavafian schol-
arship by listing the poems as chronologically as possible according to
when a poem was written, rewritten, printed or published, terms which
he defines. He then goes on to say that he will note "any striking metrical
characteristics in the original text (not reproduced by the translators) de-
parting from Cavafis's norm, i.e., free verse consisting of unrhymed iambs
varying from 10 to 17 syllables." Savidis here falls into a common error,
for just as the term "blank verse" is often erroneously used to designate
"free verse" (it specifically designates the unrhymed iambic pentameter),
so the term "free verse" is often erroneously used to designate a poem
written in uneven metrical line lengths. "Free verse consisting of un-
rhymed iambs" is a contradiction in terms. In free verse the rhythm is
unhampered by any metrical measure, although it does tend to hover
around the iambic-anapestic rhythm which is basic both to modern Greek
and English speech. Its measure is not metrical but phrasal; that is, a loose
regularity in phrasing is sufficiently used and sensed to create an unstable
pattern about which play shorter or longer phrases, as in the biblical
cadences of the "Psalms" or "The Song of Songs." All of Cavafis's
poems, from beginning to end, have a basic metrical structure; lines which
are in any sense "free" are extremely few and then are simply used as
adroit variants to the iambic base. Although most of the poems are written
in uneven line lengths, they are not freer in their versification than, say,
Grey's or Arnold's, or Cowley's "Pindaric" odes which, although written
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in uneven line lengths, are in strict iambic meter. Cavafis may be said to
write a freed but not a free verse.

In order to avoid confusion, Savidis might have clarified, for the
English reader, the metrical structure of modern Greek verse, pointing
out that it is no longer based on quantitative measures, as in ancient Greek,
where meter was measured not according to stress but according to the
long or short vowels which each syllable contained. I have often been
approached by tolerably educated persons who are unaware of this distinc-
tion. Modern Greek versification, like that of English versification, is
based on the principle of stressed and unstressed syllables. Whereas in
English prosody metrical lines are designated as, say, pentameter, hexa-
meter or heptameter (five-foot, six-foot, seven-foot lines), Greek met-
rical lines are designated according to the number of syllables in each
line. When Merrill referred to the metrical structure of "Days of 1909,
'10 and '11," he naturally referred to the number of feet in each line and
not to the number of syllables. Savidis confuses the English reader be-
cause he indicates the exact number of syllables, and then only in the lines
of the more evenly metered poems. For instance, he says that "the met-
rical pattern of 'Growing in Spirit' is 13 12 13 13 13 12 12 13 12 13,"
and of "When the Watchman Saw the Light" that "lines 1-8, 11-12, and
23-25 have 13 syllables, and all the rest 12," whereas the meter and
structure of these poems would be made clearer to and better understood
by an English reader if he were told that all these lines were written as
six-foot lines or hexameters. Just as in English prosody a six-foot line
is still designated as such even when it ends with an unstressed extra syl-
lable (it becomes a feminine hexameter), so in Greek prosody twelve and
thirteen syllable lines blend in harmony as six-foot lines, as in the two
poems previously mentioned. It only remains to add that in her notes
Dalven reveals a hopelessly erroneous and inadequate knowledge of both
English and Greek metrics.

Throughout his life Cavafis wrote as many as eighteen poems in which,
as Savidis says, "each line consists of two lines varying between 6 and 7
syllables." The extremely formal structure of these poems could better
have been indicated by pointing out that they are composed of iambic
hexameters split in the middle by a caesura into two hemistichs, that is,
into two trimeters, a pattern which Cavafis further emphasized by printing
these poems with a hiatus between the two sections of each line. M quite
rightly retains the hiatus in print since he also retains Cavafis's rhymes
and syllabic metrical structure; KS correctly do not retain the hiatus since
they do not retain either the rhymes or the meter; Dalven confuses the
reader by retaining the hiatus without rhyme or meter. Savidis points out
that "Tomb of Lanis" is written "in 15-syllable lines throughout," a basic
line in Greek versification (comparable to the use in English of the iam-
bic pentameter), but it might have been instructive if he had also noted
that, like the formal poems I have discussed, its heptameter lines are
divided into two segments of tetrameters to the left and trimeters to the
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right, the normal division of this meter as used in the Greek demotic
songs.

Savidis has indicated the meter only when the poem has an evident
metrical pattern, yet he has overlooked "King Demetrius," which is written
throughout in iambic pentameter or, as he would say, in 11-syllable lines.
Again, "As Much As You Can" is written in two five-line stanzas wherein
all lines are iambic pentameter with the exception of the opening line, a
heptameter, and the closing line, a hexameter, an evident pattern: 75555
55556. All the other poems, as "Days of 1909, '10 and '11," are very
adroitly structured, primarily around the pentameter and the hexameter,
expertly varied by tetrameters and octometers. I have by no means scanned
all of Cavafis's poems in uneven line lengths, but I would say that rarely,
if at all, does he vary below a tetrameter or above an odometer. "Herodius
Attikus" is almost equally divided between nine pentameters, ten hexa-
meters, and varied by three each of heptameters and octometers. "Priest
at the Serapeion" is composed of six pentameters and seven hexameters.
Others are more elaborately varied, although a beat is always kept that
hovers around some central measure. "Ithaca," for example, is com-
posed of seventeen pentameters and thirteen hexameters, which act as the
basic measure, and these are varied by three heptameters and three odo-
meters. An equally famous poem, "The God Abandons Antony," is com-
posed of ten hexameters, six pentameters and three heptameters.

In an "Introduction" I wrote to an anthology of my students' verse,
The Poetry Center Presents (The Gotham Book Mart, New York, 1946),
and in which I discuss various meters, I conclude: "Indeed, it may be said
that the approximate in all forms of rhythm now more pleases the modern
ear than the more declared measures to which we have become habituated.
The modern poet is more often pleased to suggest the measure by its varia-
tions than to vary from a recognizable pattern. . The modern poet's
preference for the approximate and not the full rhyme sums up the trend
in small, for whereas such a traditional rhyme as floor-door places the
emphasis on pattern and similarity, the modern use of floor-where places
the emphasis on approximation."

A good example of approximation in all forms is the poem we have
already analyzed to some degree, "Days of 1909, '10 and '11." Of its
three stanzas, the last two are septets, or composed of seven lines each,
but they are varied by the opening stanza, which is a cinquain, a stanza
of five lines. Although the meter is strictly iambic (varied with a few
elisions and anapests), Cavafis does not utilize the same line length
throughout. Nevertheless, the poem is almost equally divided between
five pentameters, six hexameters, five heptameters and three odometers.
The second and third stanzas are elaborately rhymed, but not with the
same rhyme scheme, and the first stanza is rhymed with the others only
assonantly. Everywhere we see—in stanza, line length and rhyme struc-
ture—a norm stated and then varied to the breaking point. The relation
between these approximate structures and the thematic materials of these
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poems is a fascinating and instructive problem in aesthetics which cannot
occupy us here.

What I wrote about approximation so long ago holds true for
Cavafis in every way, and it is the mark of his originality, his boldness,
his inventiveness, his eccentricity—of his genius in short—that he could
so early have broken away from the traditional modes of his contemporaries
and have become the first true avant garde and modern poet of Greece.
If we study his structures with care, we will be given an index to many
modern experiments in poetry. To analyze his poetry and to study transla-
tions of it into other languages is not only instructive for the student of
Cavafis but also for the entire problem of the aesthetics of translation.



The Poetry of Maria Polydouri:
A Selection

Maria Polydouri was born at Kalamata in 1902. After
graduating from high school at Gytheion, she studied law for
two years at the University of Athens, while working as a civil
servant. In 1925 she went to Paris, and stayed there for three
years. In 1928 she returned to Athens ill with tuberculosis; she
died in 1930. Polydouri was a woman of exceptional talent,
greatly admired by her contemporaries both for her beauty and
poetry. She published two volumes of poetry, Trills That Are
Fading (1928), and Echo Into Chaos (1929). In 1961 her Col-
lected Poems and some fragments from her diary were published
with an introduction by Lily Zographou.

Polydouri's poetry is the poetry of passionate emotion. Her
way of life had much the same quality. Her acquaintance with
the great poet Kostas Karyotakis (1896-1928) seems not only to
have provided Polydouri with a model for her poetry but to have
spurred her on to a fervent involvement with life. Polydouri was
haunted by the loss of her childhood, and her themes took the
form of an alarming, desperate cry. She wrote her best poems
while ill at the sanatorium "Soteria." These poems were pervaded
by a sense of vitality and thirst for life as well as by her great
anxiety that life might be an illusion.

Polydouri's poetry is not polished or elaborate but forceful and
full of contradictions. Her language at its best provides glimpses
of subtlety, elegance and sensibility, and at its worst lapses into
monotony and the commonplace. In all, it touches us very deeply
as the tragic outcry of a wounded human being. Kostas Ouranis
remarked that the poet who wrote these poems "was in great
haste to send her message, and what she had to say was more
important than her involvement with vain ornaments. The merit
they have transcends literature: they pulsate with a feeling which
is profoundly human." Polydouri's themes are beauty and inno-
cence, love and death. In the incessant pursuit of her vision, she
has offered us a strikingly rhythmical, fluid, and direct poetic
voice.

Atban Anagnostopoulos
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SANATORIUM

Let the day die now, with its light.
Why is the night so slow in coming?
In the shadows of the pines an armchair
awaits me.

In the wards the lights will go out,
and sleep will come like a swooning.
An empty bed, here, makes
no impression.

Darkness will enfold me and, as
I become entangled in deep shadows,
I'll believe I'm once again something
of this world.

The night will deepen in terror
when the wind arrives suddenly.
The eucalyptus will shake out its tresses
along with the secrets of dreams.

translated by Katharine F. Pantzer
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DEDICATION

Beloved, autumn's Hour has come
to my door outside. It wears a yellow
wreath of myrtle. In its triumphant
hands a mournful guitar,

An old-time guitar enclosing
a wealth of sound upon sound. A holy
cradle. Every pain, every knowledge
that was sweet and has gone sour,

Sound distills within its heart.
Beloved, autumn's Hour has come
to my door without hesitation

And its strumming every now and then
as if it were your secret voice
singing me your verses as of old.

translated by Mollie Boring
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OBLIVION

With enamoured heart I knew you, wild Forest.
In an airy kiss I drank your secret fragrance.
I waited to pass with the starry darkness
when the ethereal spirit passed through your branches.

I knew you in the amorous nights, furrowed sea,
like the brow in contemplation, my thought
passed over you, a caress, and always your blossoming
edge invited me with fragrant seaweed.

My amorous nights knew you, beautiful flowers,
transparent, pale, multicolored, like bright signals.
Heavy the dew like a kiss, 'and golden down was spilling
from your closed eyelids in the darkness.

Now given up to the light of denial, so different
you appear that I lose my mind at the thought.
Is it really you I knew? Are you the beloved
flowers, the silver sea, the thick pine Forest ?

translated by Emanuel Maxwell
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AND THE HOUR

And the Hour of autumn came fatefully,
stood sullenly between us,
left us gifts we had exchanged
and without telling us why

Cast us onto the road to the city
with a hand quick as lightning.
Together in the world but alone now,
a loneliness like a tomb's silence.

Only the sound of your song reached me,
a starless night without breath.
Ah, where is that night of your old

Song, a secret expectation ?
The sound reached me . . . Life cannot be saved
when the door of the tomb is open.

translated by Bette Anne Farmer
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TODAY

Today just before the light filled up the sky,
far off I heard bells sounding in the city.
Bells . . . why did I notice? As if sowing hate
the last shadows slowly and dolefully moved on.

Where have I left my sweet, childlike soul,
in what season, with what bell's tune entwined?
In what season . . . and today to say my prayers
I stayed on bended knee in sorrow.

A prayer to beauty, to a forgotten mother,
to ignorance, to a smile, to the voice of a dream,
listening to the day's bell of anguish
which sadly tolled an untimely death.

translated by Georgia Theophillis Noble
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OH, DIM THAT LIGHT

Oh, dim that light!
In the night, what good is it?
The day is over. Enough now !
Who knows if my Sleep hidden
somewhere here is lurking

and its moment is delayed
in coining, although I'm waiting.
I'm at my last breath,
the sobs have abandoned
my weary breast.

Take away the light! It's time
for me to be alone now.
Enough deception for a life.
Each effort an enemy
for my last battle.

Let further heart-rending stop.
Let me keep something
to entice the night
to bend a bit more warmly
over my troubled eyes.

Take away the light ! Now is the moment!
I want it all to myself.
It's the moment for me to sleep.
Take away the light ! It torments me ...
It negates my soul ...

translated by Athan Anagnostopoulos
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YOUR WORDS

I remember now . . . the memories, floods that drown me,
wind, darkness.
The words you plucked like flowers, but now they open in me
bad, deep wounds.

Neither shade, nor dream, which passes
so quickly toward the ruin.
Love, a smoke. Your words, a cloud which sprinkles me
with drops of sorrow.

My untimely wounds now fester within me.
Memory, a kiss
of betrayal, making some moments of my life smile secretly,
increasing my despair.

translated by Mollie Boring
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TO THE FRIENDS WHO STAY BESIDE ME

My room is filled with your luminous eyes.
The love I've received from you is a funereal flower,
mournfully trembling at the slightest breath.
What happiness in your sorrow for my heavy fate,
what joy that remains at the end of my life!

And the music of your verses, what will it still bring me?
How much courage would I need to welcome you,
your frozen smiles and evening roses.
Oh, let Charon come in his darkness to take me
while your luminous eyes are beside me.

translated by Katharine F. Pantzer
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ALL THINGS ARE BEAUTIFUL

All things are beautiful !
All things are love, and love's desire

plucks their petals.
They are so beautiful while they are dying,

so doomed
and silent.

I have a gift,
In my blooming I wear as a crown

withering.
I have a gift. Why have they given

and taken from me
rejoicing.

Because I am dying.
I become beautiful, I become love

which they desire,
and I am dying. Around me the flowers

multiply
to wither!

Even pain is a joy.
On my eyelids shines the tear

of rending anguish.
Even pain is a joy, and yet worthy

of being the throne
of contemplation...

I have a flame
and beside it your heart, in silent entreaty

begs me for it.
I have a flame which doesn't belong to me,

"Bless fate
she doesn't deceive."
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This is the fate
that makes me beautiful, this is the flame

of atonement.
This is my fate; don't touch me.

I wear the myrrh
of parting!

All things are beautiful;
and all things are love, and love's desire

plucks their petals.
They are so beautiful as they are dying,

so doomed
and silent.

translated by Georgia T beophillis Noble
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HUMILITY

Coquettishly fragrant, the night again
came into my poor chamber,
demanded of me a smile, my joy,
and bent over my attainted head.

But why still this coquettishness for me?
One more insult to my feelings.
They know well my humble state,
the great Universe and the Shepherd's crook.

They know well that even if they playfully open
the lips of my wound with rose branches,
a pride will always stifle
even the curse in my silence.

translated by Emanuel Maxwell
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BETRAYAL

Life, how you surrender me with a kiss to the executioners!

Your executioners, good-natured, do not order death.
Indeed they are among your honorable and courteous people!
Their lips are a smile and drip sweet words
and they have love, and beautiful and chivalrous intentions.

Oh, my blood drained from the frightful agony,
as on my flayed neck the noose dragged
and did not tighten. Oh, my executioners' courteous madness,
I have within my breast a broken heart.

I have a broken heart. Life has betrayed me
and you ask me to smile innocently and tenderly
and have in my eyes so much joy and brilliance
that they become wings for your courteous dreams.

I myself must nourish you with a small drop of my
blood, which has turned to poison inside my heart.
Let me pick for you like flowers the ghosts of my desire,
and let me receive like a dawn the final night.

And if my broken heart groans in my sarcasm,
and if instead of tears my eyes shed fire,
you will flog my vulgar and improper thought,
courteously transfixing me with your grim stare.

Yet my ill fate is not my death.
Within my heart graze wounds of fire.
Who among you, unaware, will be my honorable enemy,
to tighten the noose around my flayed neck?

translated by Bette Anne Farmer
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TO A BOUQUET OF ROSES

Yesterday they were buds,
humble, without pride or promises.
Today they were so beautiful
as I saw them in the early morning, I shuddered.. .
In their opening feeds
a violent force like youth.
And this youth, hurrying,
draws the fleshy petals like bows.
And opens them to the root
and spills the fragrance of temptation,
with a folded petal barely
concealing their virginal beauty.
The butterfly will come—
the dream passes into their intoxication.
It will lift the trembling petals
and find their hearts.

But oh beautiful exiles
of my room, the deception
of your dream will torment you.
Your vain swooning will pass.
My eyes watch
the invisible shudder of your flesh
and your erotic torpor
with its fragrance passes into my heart. . .
Or if I am the butterfly
you are lacking, open to the burning
of my lips your half-closed hearts.
Or if you wish,	 violate
with desire unknown to your race
your flower secret,
your adoring, sustaining youth.
Either my breath, or your breathing,
I don't know which has bent your petals.. .
what has extinguished the light in my eyes.. .

translated by Atban Anagnastopoulos-

The previous poems are from a forthcoming volume of Selected Poems by
Maria Polydouri translated by the Thursday Night Group—which meets in Cam-
bridge, Mass., and is composed of individuals interested in modern Greek literature—
under the direction of Athan Anagnostopoulos.



Reciprocities Between a Text and Two
Translations: Thucydides,
Venizelos and Kakridis

by DANIEL P. TOMPKINS

Pericles's Epitaphios Logos in the first year of the Peloponnesian War
has maintained an honored position in modern Greek culture and edu-
cation—so prominent a position, in fact, that it would furnish an ideal
subject for the student of the transmission of ideas or of pedagogy. In
this paper, I shall focus on some qualities of the oration itself and on
their treatment in two translations into modern Greek.' These are the
II Er) cxXioug 'El7c-ceitcpiog of I. T. Kakridis, first published in 1937 and
which I shall quote from in the fourth edition (Athens, 1959), and that
of Eleutherios Venizelos, in his complete translation of Thucydides.
In addition, I shall refer to Professor Kakrides's thorough and useful
commentary on the speech, one of the best on any speech in Thucydides. 2

After discussing the language of the Funeral Oration, I shall take
up the two translations and argue that, for all their differences from each
other and from the original, they are worthwhile sources for the pro-
fessional scholar trying to understand the speech in ancient Greek. Finally,
I shall touch on some implications of this study of language for our under-
standing of Pericles and Thucydides.

Stylistic Differentiation and Characterization

Basic to this approach is my belief that Thucydidean speakers have
differentiated and characteristic manners of speaking. That may not seem
unusual to moderns raised on Shakespearean characters, but it has never
been accepted by scholars of Thucydides, who generally claim that all the
speeches in the work are written in the same style, and that "There is
very little individual characterization of speakers." 3

See Philip Deane, I Should Have Died (New York, 1977) pp. 145-146;
D. Caclamanos, "Editor's Preface" to Eleutherios Venizelos, translator, eouxu818ou
`Iceopfou (2 vols.; Oxford, 1940-41), I, xviii. The story about Pipinelis, former
Greek Foreign Minister, came from a personal source.

Johannes Theoph. Kakridis, Der thukydideische Epitaphios. Ein stilistiseber
Kommentar (Munchen, 1961).

3 K. J. Dover, Thucydides (Oxford, 1973), p. 23.
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I will argue, on the contrary, that while the speeches were certainly
Thucydidean compositions (rather than transcripts of real speeches),
they vary significantly from each other. And, as we might have expected
all along, the different styles prove to be characteristic of the speakers.
Thus, for instance, Nicias tends constantly to qualify his assertions by
syntactic subordination. Alcibiades gives an illusion of directness
and smoothness by opening his sentences with %AL Archidamus's speech
in Book One (ch. 80-85), the first Spartan speech in the work, uses few
of the verbal pyrotechnics we expect in Thucydidean oratory: paradox
and verbal play are rare here, the sentences are relatively less subordinated
than in other speeches, the antitheses less complicated, the vocabulary less
novel (few infinitives or adjectives with the neuter article T6, only one
noun ending in—acs). This is a style appropriate for a man who wants
education to discourage too much thought:

TCoXep,mot TS xcci. aMouXoc SL6c -c6 sincoap.ov ycyy6p.E9oc,
s6660,oc 8& allecOicrcepoy Taw Amoy THIS 67Tspocirts4 =Lazo&
Itevot ... (1.84.3)
We are warlike and prudent because of our sense of order . . . our
prudence comes from being educated with too little learning to
scorn the laws.

Just before this, the Corinthian envoys at Sparta had attacked Spartan
slowness, saying that Sparta's famous sMauXict, "care in counsel," was
in fact destructive for her allies and suicidal for herself. Their speech,
which emphasizes Athenian flexibility and swiftness, itself moves swiftly,
with rapid transitions, elaborate antitheses, and a keen sense of irony and
ambiguity:

pixpt Osr o& 6pics0o) OpAv 6pccauTils ... (1.71.4)
Now call your sluggishness to a stop (as if 6psE80-clic were
capable of fast movement).

ficsuxcgs-ce	 11,6vot TU./prow ...	 p.eXX.licsst iip.uvOtte-
vot, ... (1.60.4)
You alone keep quite, ... defending yourselves only by threats
(or by delay—OUTjacc can mean both).

"You are letting your enemy's power grow," the Corinthians go on
to say, "yet you were called secure (cimpocAec)•" As they see it, "security"
is a Spartan slogan, misleading and meaningless in practice-6 ),6yog

1pyou &xpciTet .. (1.69.5) . They show that it has two possible
meanings: Sparta is herself "insecure," since she ignores enemy threats,
and "insecure" for her allies, since she does not defend them. Thus both
the active and the middle meanings of ap&XX0)—"to trip up others" and
"to trip oneself up"—are implicated here.

Utilizing the fluidity, paradox, and complexity that the Greek
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language had developed by the later fifth century B.C., the Corinthian
speakers are thus attacking not only Spartan behavior but its linguistic
manifestations. For Archidamus, words are stable and abstractions
immutable. For the Corinthians, all things are changing and growing,
including the meanings of words.

These illustrations of stylistic differentiation, each revealing some-
thing of the speaker's character, are not unique or obscure in Thucydides.
But scholars have seldom noticed them, and have generally assumed that
such differentiation and characterization do not exist.4

How do we recognize differentiated styles ? Basically by reading and
rereading the text, noticing traits that seem to stand out, and checking
them rigorously. Sometimes they can be quantified, but sometimes
quantification is impossible because of the unavoidable subjectivity of
our perceptions. Not everyone will agree, for instance, as to what is ironic,
paradoxical, metaphorical, or gnomic. In these instances, we can only
marshal evidence and arguments and make the best case possible.

I have prepared a chart listing ways in which Thucydidean speeches
vary from each other. It now includes about twenty-five items such as:
gnomic sentences, separation between article and noun, degree of sub-
ordination, complexity of antithetical structures, and sentence length.
In these and other categories, there are wide and interesting divergences
between the speeches. And, as I have hinted above, the stylistic differences
are often peculiarly appropriate to the character of the speaker.

The Funeral Oration

To most readers, the Funeral Oration seems to be one of Thucydides's
most difficult and obscure speeches; it also seems very special, since it is the
only "epideictic" or display speech in the text. So it comes as a surprise to find
that in many respects the speech is no different from others. In fact, it has
slightly fewer long sentences than most other speeches, and only two
speeches have less syntactic subordination, a quality we might have ex-
pected in so difficult and grand a speech as this.

What we do find is that, while the speech is never at the top of the
list in the categories I have charted, in some areas it ranks fairly high
(i.e., among the top six of the twenty-eight longer speeches in Thucy-
dides). These areas are: metaphor, gnomic sentences,—MC nouns, separa-
tion of article from noun, relative clauses, and subordination within anti-
theses. I shall comment briefly on each of these.

Metaphor in Thucydides has never been adequately studied despite
its major role in the work. In this speech, we have the elaboration of

4 There are hints, but no more, in Otto Luschnat, Thukydides der Historiker
(Stuttgart, 1971), col. 2122. For an earlier example of my work in this area, see my
essay, "Stylistic Characterization in Thucydides," Yale Classical Studies 22 (1972),
181-214.
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metaphorical language that the occasion may demand: "Athens is the
tectiasuatc of Greece"; "I have sung a hymn to the city"; "these men
gave Athens the best gpotvov (or donation)"; "citizens should become
pccatcx.f (erotic lovers) of the city." Although quantification is a prob-

lem because of the difficulty of discerning metaphor in a dead language,
this speech ranks high by any tabulation.

In regard to gnomic sentences, the brief aphorism of the Greek
tradition—"sweat precedes virtue"—is usually expanded in a way in Thucy-
dides not to be found in other classical authors. The gnome becomes
longer and more convoluted although it retains its general application.
In Pericles's last speech, over half of the sentences are gnomic, while in
this speech about a quarter are.

In the later fifth century B.C., increased concern with creating a
vocabulary of substantives resulted in the burgeoning of articular forms
(-cb TcXiov, tb AuTrtipdv, Tb itivecElca) , and in the nominalization of
verbs by adding - MC or - 1/04 terminations. Thucydides takes full advantage
of these linguistic resources, as scholars have long noticed. That different
speakers within his text use them to different degrees has not been noticed.
In Archidamus's traditionalistic speech, there is only one noun ending
in - atc. In the Funeral Oration, there are nineteen.

Sophisticated Greek orators would often insert a mass of words
between an article and its noun, thus effecting a suspension of thought
and perhaps gripping the listener's attention. Here again, Archidamus
ranks at the very bottom of the list, while the Funeral Oration is near
(not at) the top.

A kindred technique is the subdividing of antitheses into further
antitheses, so that the familiar 116 - 3f opposition breaks down into a
further opposition or disjunction as in the following sentence:

... °I3£ ply ... -tototae yivov.co* tour A00101'4 xpij riacpct-
AeuTipav ply e5xecteat, itoXilotipotv 	 piny gtofiv
SLdtvotav gxstv, .. (2.43.1)
These men were of this sort; the rest of you must pray, on the
one hand, to have a more secure intent, but not, on the other,
claim to have a less bold one.

Finally, there are relative clauses, an item I had not considered until
their importance became clear in Pericles's speeches. Both in this and
the last speech (2.60-64), Pericles uses a relative clause about every four
lines—only the speeches of Nicias do so as often.

As an example of Periclean style, consider the following passage:

'AXyetvot4pcc y&p &yap/ ye cpp6m.a Ixov-ct tij fitet& TO)
ticaotx.tafitivat. x6octostg j b µa-c& ptbmg xcl stotvgjg ant6o;
&jot ytyvdlievog Ocvcdsfivrog 06cvcctog. Orcep %Oa cok TelivBe
vuv toxiag, Shot netpeace, oux aocptipottczt j150,Aov =pato-
Oirsolta.t. 'Ev 7coAutpO7totg 1.)11,cpopcii.g kdaTCCYCOGC -cpacpiv-
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'sec, T6 8' akuxk, of av -771; Etkcpercscrcitylg Xivacv, Ilianap
0Z3E viivAsir*, *etc SE X67rr1c, xcd otc vauScuttovilcsocE
tie 6 6log 61'46°4 xcd Ev-csXativirlaoct tivel.,stp./1071. (2.43.6-44.1)

Destruction accompanied by cowardice is more painful, then, to
a man of temper than death coming unperceived and accompanied
by confidence and hope for the common good. Therefore, I do
not pity the parents of these men before us now, however many
of you are now here, rather than I shall exhort you. For they
know that they were reared in circumstances subject to variation.
And good fortune occurs for whomever (like these men) gets
the most seemly end, or, like you, the most seemly grief, and
for whom life has been precisely measured out to be happy and
to die.

Here we see most of the traits I have listed. The passage begins with
a gnome, expanded in a typically Thucydidean manner by prepositional
phrases; there is another "quasi-gnome" in 44.1c with references to the
present situation embedded in it. We also see articles separated from
their nouns by as many as eight words (the maximum in Thucydidean
speeches is ten) :

QV	 -cljg skpaTcsatinw Xivacv, Cocricap °V as p v YGY TeAsu-
TilC, ... (2.44.1c)

Four relative clauses, the latter pair (lacking an antecedent) very difficult,
complicate the line of thought:

AL' Step . . . 6aot Tcapeats, . . . of 	 . . . Xixtaatv, . . . %Gel
of;	 . (2.44.1a-c)

To many scholars, the text of 44.1c has appeared damaged because of the
jump in thought required to understand it.

The passage has one noun ending in -mg, xixwatg, in its proper
verbal sense, "destruction"; one strong metaphor of life being measured
out (44.1c); and some milder ones like "nourished in varied events"
(44.1b). There is no example here of an antithesis embedded within
an antithesis, but the suspension of thought and use of one adjective with
two nouns in 44.1c reveal Pericles's skill with antitheses.

The meaning of this passage is largely created through the language
that is used. Partly in order to show this, I would now like to comment
on the two modern Greek translations I mentioned previously.

Two Translations

Criticism of translations often has a Gibbonian bias. The original
text is the perfect model, the paradise lost or violated by the translator.
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"Oh, . . . your translation: it is a very pretty poem, Mr. Pope, but you
must not call it Homer." The translator's task is the impossible one of
replication, of capturing (for instance) the four qualities Matthew Arnold
discerned in Homer.' Doomed to a postlapsarian existence, the translator
is condemned either as a drudge or as a miscreant.

My aim here is not to judge. Both versions I shall consider have
their own merits, and each has (naturally) lost something of the original.
But I am more interested in showing how the professional scholar can
profitably use translations. Rather than viewing them as inadequate
replacements for the original, I suggest considering the two texts, original
and translation, in a reciprocal relationship. Reflecting on the translation,
the scholar can go back to the original and view it differently, noticing
things he earlier had not.

Here are the translations of Venizelos and Kakridis of the text I
have given above:

Ka06sov sEg avSpa Kxorca yevvatov cpp6v7ma, stvat &Xystvo-
Tipa 3j Taicetvtustg, ttjv kofav TtpoxaXst astXla, nap& 6
avd)Suvog Odom-cog, 8 inspxOttevo; sEg =wily nob stvat ya-
pat-cog daub Oippoc xat ittisv&aTat suyxp6vtog in6 -Ay antaa

vfx7i; rifjg naTptSog. At& -coin() xat To6; yovsig TCov atm-
pov OanTottivtuv—Osot naptaTaafis gatT)--nv otxTetpe), &XX&
Oat npowcaOlicre) ttraAov t6vov v& TcapattuNiat). TvcogsTs
To,)6vTt &cc lj (14 sag StilAOsv &v gat!) notx.aon j.tsTa6o)k.thv

TiSx1g, 66) serruxag 'Spina vat Ostopoi3vTat gxstvot, el;
Twig 6notoug 3j totpa "40sAsv al.:L.504)cm TOcsov TLILYjux6y eiva-
Toy, ko)g T6 v vpoxst[tivtov vaxp@v, T6cov TtilliTC5S6V nivOog,
87Ttog Tb EStx6v aag, xat 1 xstvot, Tetiv 67cotow 11 Cur?) 7rpossp,s-
'750)1 o6Ttog, ti)a-cs T6 Optov Tijg s6Satj.tovtag v& aujiTticry2 icp6g
Ay =twin) TOO OCtVeCT011. (Venizelos)

rtaTt Toy 6tv-cpa TCOU ixst cpp6wrilla Toy move ITt6 7coX6 rj sa-
natvtual nou xAsivst To Seataajta nap& 6 Oavatog 'MOD ipXETat
ivto)cprog piss aTrj 86vam xat sTyjv xotvil eXisfSa. re auto To
X6yo %at Toug yovsig auTtEw e86, &sot stars 1).7cposTi, Si sag
xaalw TOso• 7ct6 noX6 Oat) va sac 7CC4pYryopilaw To ipouv Etc
T71 (..)t-T01.4 Etrzy vat -qv nspessouv pisa as 6Ao %at xatvo6p-
ytsg caXayig Trig Tfivic* suTuxfa waT6ao stvat Tot5To, as &mug
X&xst o 7CG6 Ttpktivog sETs xafid)g a' auTo6; sa) eivaTog, eke
xa0d)g as sag xav,6g, xat as 6aoug to TiXO;
Ova iota tam pa To TiXog rrig euTuxtag-Toug. (Kakridis)

These translations exemplify two different approaches to the scholarly
use of modem Greek. Venizelos, his editor tells us, did not use demotic

5 Attributed to Bentley. See H. A. Mason, To Homer through Pope (London,
1972), p. 2, n. 2.

5 See Matthew Arnold, On Translating Homer: Three Lectures Given At Oxford
(London, 1861).
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Greek for this translation. Although he was "a convinced adept of the
popular language," to use it here would be "almost impossible." It would
have required mixing words from the ancient and modern vocabularies
unharmoniously, and Venizelos had decided to "respect, as far as possible,
the vocabulary of Thucydides," and to use "a simple, fluid, katbarevousa."
(pp. xvi-xviii). Kakridis, on the other hand, advocates the vernacular,
and quotes an old translation by Vylaras to show that linguistic change
is linguistic progress:

. oc excopacncxk Lwx.v6-c7i-cag xac Suvcc-clrevca5 TIN 11E0X).71-
10 CW; 11.04C	 MX6110'. dcyVWCStq, .	 tapopec czn6
tupt.vil tX7C6a0alli aelxvec Tc6ao riwpfave %at Tcdao SouXbingle
ciTO /..IstotO T7I yXtbacra-pag. And ES6 1(4 3 apzpdg 8a rsj rico-
plaoups ncó ucaa, xac Oa. c BouXicPoups nt6 aiwtopa' &cat Si
Oct xpetacrcat va, TCEpciast. &viz; cuthvccg TcciAt—Toc gtcatet-pAG
=Rag, as EX7cCaoups, ect Sco:6cfcCouv 	 tiSticppaa71
xczt. 8a wbeouy Ty; cppicm-riw 'sdao a6oneuvq, Tpaxtri %au sca-
vircep71 and	 cppetwri TOU 0ouxiAta7, 6cso	 vc69oups sink
T6pch crcYlv cucOSocnj Tou BlAczpec.'

... the expressive capabilities and possibilities that modern Greek
possesses are still unknown to us, ... the difference in the cur-
rent rendering shows how much we have learned and how much
we have worked our language in the intervening years. From
here on in, we will learn it better and work it with greater speed;
thus, a century will not have to pass again. Our children, let us
hope, will read the current translation and feel its expression as
unworked, rough and inferior to the expression of Thucydides
as we feel it now in the rendering of Vylaras.

How do Venizelos and Kakridis differ in practice? Both strive for
the sense of the original, but they get at it in different ways. In Venizelos,
the effort to explain and clarify Thucydides's intent is dominant. His
sentences are, on the average, half again as long as those of Thucydides,
and he is at his wordiest in handling some of the Peridean usages I have
mentioned above. Kakridis's sentences, shorter than Venizelos's (about
a third again as long as in the original), share other traits with his. Both
viewed the original as harshly irregular, and Venizelos

"dreamed from early times of picking out from the magnificent
but unusually difficult text of Thucydides thorns and prickles,
in order to offer to the unclassical modern Greek, to the ordinary
reader, the core of the mellow, juicy fruit. . ."

(Cadamanos, "Editor's Preface," p. viii)

7 Kakridis, pp. 77-78.
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Kakridis remarked on the impossibility of capturing the brevity and the
"bitter poetry" of Thucydides:

Na, ExppacrcoOtte -cOso nustvi, &so o eounu3t3y5, . . . Si Oa
yiltet nailtdc pop Suvccs6, 	 (p. 77)

To express ourselves as densely as Thucydides ... will never be pos-
sible ...

In practice, this means that precisely the traits identified above as
"Periclean" are smoothed over in both translations (though more so in
Venizelos's). In the translations, antitheses are far less complex than in
the original. Gnomic sentences are maintained, but sometimes in a leng-
thier and easier form (e.g., Venizelos's 43.6, even longer than usual in
comparison with Thucydides). The translators maintain Thucydides's
separation of noun from article only at certain times:

•cfi; efinpEnsa-ccivric Xixcoaty, eknep olas	 v0v
T

▪ 

exeutfig , ,	 (44.1c)
▪ o nth Tcp..vtivoG etre xaOthc a' aura); sad) Ocivizro,

(Kakridis)

&; 'Col); noXittouc finip tads TCCGTptSoc dcvSparaBt-
av 	 (42.3)
• xax& tou5 TC0A4LOUC i7CIZEGX0ERICL iltapayafittz

(Venizelos)

The metaphors of the original are occasionally maintained but
sometimes lost. Pericles's Athenians were nourished in variable circum-
stances (Ty noAu-cp6nocc yap 1.,[1,popctic bztaravrtzt rponpircec,
44.1b), a notion that disappears in the translators:

• CbA aa,c StfiX0ey v play notnacov ilsrafioXclw cis
(Venizelos)

... Ty) CI.V11-T01.4 efxay vat, rip nepisouy [Liam as OXo xtzt nizt-
vo6preg cxXXocyk -rric Tfirriv 	 (Kakridis)

Finally, the abbreviated and general statements of Pericles are often
lost, especially in Venizelos, because of the effort to make Thucydides
understandable:

Thucydides	 Venizelos
• • • CoP 6v7Hice• • •	 yewoctov rppOvnItz,
..	 .	 raj paXantafifpcu.	 -cansfywacq, Tip 6notocv npo-
ndczwatc...	 mast 3et.Xtez,

p.e.r&	 xotvilc n.ntSog	 Irv') . . . gpirvierat. . . . cinb rip
EXrdaz, c vfx72; tic narplSoc.
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This sentence illustrates the translator's dilemma. Thucydides's prepositional
phrases and ambiguous genitives must be filled out if they are to be
comprehensible. Not to do so results in a phrase like Kakridis's
xmvil sAitESc4, which is just as general and intractable as the original.

The Uses of Translation

It is, of course, proof of the postlapsarian state of translators that
thay must choose between inaccessible replication and subjective expan-
sion. It is pointless to attack Venizelos, for instance, for his lengthy
explications of the original, or Kakridis for occasionally maintaining its
difficulties when this was the intention from the start. It is better, I
think, to emphasize that reading these translations permits us to return
to the original with our perceptions nuanced and deepened. Consider,
in this light, the relative clauses.

The analysis above mentioned relative clauses. On looking at how
they are handled in translation, it turns out that we can say more about
them. Translators have particular difficulties with some of these clauses.
In 44.1c, for instance, 0f appeared suddenly, without any antecedent:

.76 as et3Tuxig, o!	 . . . Xixtmv.

Venizelos simply changes the syntax and gender, while Kakridis provides
an antecedent:

• si5-cuxeig np6nat vac Oewpogyva ixstvoc,	 . (Venizelos)
▪ . sutuxfcc	 etvaL vino, as Ocsoug Xixat o 	 Oiva-cog,

(Kakridis)

In other passages too, we find, Pericles used the relative clause particularly
harshly and unexpectedly. The antecedent may be of a different gender,
be buried far off in the text, or may not even exist. In one sentence (40.3)

simply means "whereas"—a very rare usage in Thucydidean speeches.
Pericles's relative pronouns, standing often at the head of a sentence

or clause, require us to search for words that may not even be there. Both
Venizelos and Kakridis clarify such passages by expanding them (see
their translations of 40.3 and 44.2), and the expansions make us even
more sensitive to the compactness of the original.

Aware of this compactness, we can return to another puzzling passage:

.	 7c6Xtv fhwriocc, at TOySe xat tiwv Totrov8a &petal.
ixdallirsocv,	 (2.42.2)
▪ Te4 avapaya04,amoc caiTan xoct ..cOv . Otiolcov Tow nposiato-
csav viav AckitcPtv El;	 36oty Tti.jc 7c6Xewg Ti" Onoecoo
act, . . . (Venizelos)
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nom. ocutthv ESth %act Twy Op.m.thv-Tour of 7COCXmapck, czuxiG
enc. Itou ataccrav Ocsa, a''th sEl7a uity6Y-c04-
Triv . . . . (Kakridis)

Both modern versions are considerably longer than the original.
Beyond this, both completely ignore the initial E, which ought to be
the object of xdop,-flarzy. (The translators are not alone in doing this—
several editors do the same thing). The roughness of that initial relative
(without antecedent) is thus smoothed over, and we lose a paradox.
'Ape-cat, ecvSpa.yccOttoc.cm , 7CMAtImptiq, do not add luster simply to the
city, but to what Thucydides has said of the city. In this great speech, so
concerned with the way verbal expression (X6yog) approaches or
matches reality (6pyov) , such a distinction is important. 8 Pericles em-
phasizes from the start the inadequacy of words to deeds (2.35.1) . 9 Here
he has spoken, but his words, themselves a hymn, are said to be adorned
by the "virtues" of the dead. Thus we have a double metaphor, folded in
on itself:

= speech = song = what adorns
the city

city = object of song

virtues = adornments

speech = song = thing adorned =

In the top line, the speech and the virtues are, parallel, both giving grandeur
to the items on the bottom line. But the speeci is also that to which grandeur
is given, the adorned as well as the adorner.

Paradoxes like this turn out to be a regular feature of Pericles's speech:

.. civet[tivto 8tat.toittsvot. 	 .

. . . navlaG &Ant& .. .

. . . viric Segylc . . . dort1XXiyilacvi
Ticpoy . . . mix	 %strum

p.a)aov, (DX iv	 11 3654..
. cdefimPrIato MVCOGXECTCETISGC

. . . riV6tt407iTOC OciVCCTOC .

(the adverb is usually pejorative)
39.1

("a pauper's hope" ?—an unusual
genitive) 42 ..4a

("escaped from fame" ?) 42.4b
("the tomb not of their bodies but

of their fame") 43.2

("a death that is unfelt" !) 43.6

The translators are forced to expand these phrases or risk seeming incom-
prehensible. Crawley, for instance, translates 42.4 "escaped, not from their
fear, but from their glory," a baffling but precise translation.

In all of these cases—relative clauses, metaphors, general words, para-
doxes—the translator is forced to great lengths by the compactness of the

s See Adam M. Parry, Logos and Ergon in Thucydides (Dissertation, Harvard,
1957),

I follow the version of Parry, p. 168. Kakridis, in his commentary pp. 81 -82
discusses the problems with this passage, as does Lowell Edmunds, Chance and
Intelligence in Thucydides (Cambridge, Mass., 1975), pp. 217-225.
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original. The most extreme example is Kakridis's 42.4, where Pericles's last
thirteen words require twenty-six in Kakridis, an unusually verbose trans-
lation for him.

&Actxta.cou mccpotS &pa clowl 11; Seg^ric p.c1XXoy tori
Sioux euvriAAdcriaccv (42.4)
irdevto arrly xptarp..1 thpa, Tr) attyp.11 cocpc6thg TCOU

1.15xn-Tou;, eyAtTroactv 6xt and co pd6o!--rct6 Tcal5 and rty
tak 6'rc 6a pacopriicsay voz. To6710oliv. (Kakridis)

Kakridis's exciting expansion is justified of course. But the translation
shows that Pericles, at this critical passage in the Epitaphios, became even
more concise and clipped than usual.

Conclusion

We have seen that among the speeches of Thucydides, the Funeral
Oration stands out in some ways—it uses metaphor, gnome, abrupt relative
clauses and paradox to achieve its compact generality. In one way, this
generality is especially advantageous—it permits the same overarching lan-
guage to be used for various parties. Thus Pericles's effort to commemorate
the dead—to live up to the ideal the Epitaphios requires of its speaker—
comes to resemble the effort of the dead to fulfill their ideal, which they
did at the moment of their death (2.42.4). Those who come after, too,
will have to strive to seem only slightly less good than the dead (2.45.1).
Finally, we recall that Thucydides himself had spoken of his work as a kind
of striving (1.22). More than that, he had spoken of approximation, of
holding as close as possible to what would have been said (1.22.1). In
fact, this metaphorical language of approximation and striving runs

throughout the Epitaphios, as does the language of remembering and re-
collecting and imitating: ideals are "pursued"; zealotry, labor, wonder,
desire, daring, are all important for the men of the Epitaphios and for
Pericles. The goal of all this activity is not survival or even victory, but
rather memory, something that again Thucydides shares—his work will be
for all time just as the memory of the dead will survive. The same will be
true of Athens herself, even though she is destined to lose at some time
(2.64.3) : a memory will remain, as the "fame" of the dead will be
remembered always (2.43.3). It is this effort that sets Pericles off from
others, Thucydides from less good writers and the Athenians from their
neighbors—all are described as setting this particular goal and achieving it.

This linkage of characters at different points in the work is achieved, of
course, through its language, just as the individuation of characters is. They
are both topics worth pursuing at greater length and in another essay.
For the moment, it is enough to have pointed out some ways in which
Pericles is distinctive and how his language has affected two interesting
translators.
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By Fire and Axe: The Communist
Party and the Civil lVar in
Greece, 1944-1949 by EVANGE-
LOS AVEROFF-TOSSIZZA. New
York: Caratzas Brothers, Pub-
lishers, 1978. 438 pp. $15.00.

By Fire and Axe is Evangelos
Averoff's interesting account of the
Greek civil war, 1943-1949. This
book was originally published in
French (1973), and Caratzas Broth-
ers have initiated their new pub-
lishing series with its English lan-
guage edition. By Fire and Axe
cannot be classified either as a doc-
umentary history or as a memoir
of the civil war. It is, rather, an
interpretative treatment based on a
variety of primary and secondary
sources.

There are a number of themes
that run throughout the book.
First, on the causes of the civil war,
Averoff tends to assign primacy to
environmental factors such as
Greece's strategic location, the
competition of great powers for
influence over this strategically im-
portant area, the destruction and
economic paralysis caused by World
War II, and a heavy dosage of inept
leadership on the part of the Greek
Communist Party.

Tracing the history of the Com-
munist Party of Greece back to the
early 1920's, Averoff argues that
it failed to gain genuine popularity
because liberal and charismatic lead-
ers such as Eleftherios Venizelos
anal Nikolaos Plastiras - managed to
capture the imagination and the

votes of the masses. Further, the
Greek Communist Party—according
to the author—was seriously com-
promised by its occasional flirtations
with Comintern-inspired policies
advocating the establishment of an
autonomous Macedonian state.

A great portion of the book is
devoted to the story-telling of the
tactical twists and turns of the
Greek-Italian and Greek-German
battles in Albania and Crete (1940-
1941), the resistance activities and
the internal conflicts of ELAS,
EDES and EKKA (1943-1944),
the December war primarily involv-
ing the British against ELAS forces
(1944 1945), and the civil war
operations (1946-1949)—all of the
above replete with detailed body
counts. This sad and gory picture
is occasionally supplemented by
broad brush reviews of the glob-
al setting, attempting to relate
global strategic developments to
the fortunes of war and peace on
the mountains and valleys of Greece.

Regarding the reasons for the
defeat of the communists in the
civil war, Averoff takes issue with
what he considers to be standard
explanations of publicists dealing
with the civil war phenomenon.
Such explanations have attributed
the communist defeat to three major
factors: the Tito-Stalin dispute,
which led to the sealing of the
Greek-Yugoslav frontier in 1949;
the massive material and staff sup-
port offered to the Greek national-
ists by the United States; and the
split in the ranks of the Greek com-
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munists between the hit-and-run
(guerrilla war) orientation of Gen-
eral Markos Vafiades and the po-
sitional (conventional) warfare
orientation of Nikos Zachariades,
the general secretary of the Commu-
nist Party. Averoff accepts the rel-
ative importance of the above fac-
tors, but he considers as more im-
portant for the defeat of the com-
munists variables such as the de-
termination of the majority of
Greeks to fight for their freedom,
the inability of the Democratic
Army to recruit guerrillas among a
generally non-supportive and war-
fatigued population, the effective
military leadership of General Pa-
pagos, and the air superiority of the
National Army over the Democratic
Army.

Despite Averoff's clearcut dis-
approval of the Greek communist
movement, he treats individual
communists with considerable re-
straint and, at times, displays re-
spect and even admiration for cer-
tain communist leaders such as
Zevgos and Siantos, whose death-
Averoff suggests—contributed to
the radicalization of communist
strategy and tactics. The archculprit
of the Greek communist side, as
far as Averoff is concerned, was
Nikos Zachariades, who is por-
trayed as a Greek mini-Stalin hover-
ing between superiority and infe-
riority complexes and exhibiting
dogmatic, fanatic, autocratic, and
belligerent qualities. On the con-
trary, General Markos Vafiades—the
man who directed the operations of
the Democratic Army—is portrayed
as a bright, industrious and able
leader whose instincts and strong
sense of strategy helped to maneu-
ver the fortunes of his movement

to the very edge of success.
Unfortunately, Averoff offers

relatively little commentary regard-
ing the personalities, capabilities
and qualifications of non-commu-
nist politicians. One especially
wishes that Averoff would have
been less restrained in presenting
his own activities, thoughts and
judgments during the period under
study. There are only one or two
passing references to himself in a
volume of 438 pages.

There are a number of points
throughout this book where this
reviewer could "pick a bone" with
Evangelos Averoff. Let me give
some examples for illustration:
Averoff asserts that the plebiscites
on the restoration of the monarchy
(1935, 1946) were "true plebi-
scites" freely reflecting the will of
the Greek people; he suggests else-
where that the Metaxas dictatorship
enjoyed a measure of popularity
and should be credited for the
Greek military successes in Albania
(19404941) ; he remarks at an-
other point that Queen Frederika
was "the most popular person in
Greece" in 1947 and that she only
squandered this "popularity" later
by interfering in Greek politics;
finally, he attributes, without the
slightest qualification, the murder
of American journalist George
Polk to the Greek left.

My major disagreement with
Evangelos Averoff, however, is over
terminology. In Greece, one can
usually classify the political lean-
ings of a person by the terminology
he or she uses to refer to the vio-
lent events of 1946-1949. The far
right likes to refer to these events
as a bandit war (csugtop vconas-
p.og). The moderate right tends to
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use the term guerrilla war (civv.ap-
torc6Xejtoq). The favorite term of
the center and center-left forces is
civil war (4tcpaco; naep.oG).
Finally, the far left would prefer to
employ the term national liberation
struggle (Hvoto-cucaXeo0apwv.z8g
arlivac). Averoff consistently em-
ploys the term "guerrilla war,"
and he thinks that "civil war" is a
term partial to the left. His justifi-
cation for his choice of terms (see
pp. 356-8) is that in this tragic
struggle the communists were "serv-
ing foreign interests." For proof
of this judgment, he offers the dem-
onstrated tangible support that
the Greek communists enjoyed from
Albania, Yugoslavia and Bulgaria,
and, by extension, from the Soviet
Union.

It is at this point that Averoff
exhibits an unfortunate blindspot
in his reasoning. We must remember
that the nationalist side in the civil
war enjoyed the substantive polit-
ical and material support of the
British and, later, the United States.
Averoff considers this assistance
"quite natural." Yet, it would not
be unfair to assume that such sup-
port was not offered merely for
altruistic reasons, but primarily
because it served tangible British
and American interests. Further, by
Averoff's own account, we are in-
formed that the communists suf-
fered 50,000 dead in the civil war
and probably two or three times as
many wounded. And to use Ave-
roff's own words, ". . . In political
conflicts . . . the sacrificing of lives
. . . does not happen when serving
others, but when serving one's con-
victions" (p. 251).

It is precisely within this focus
that one discovers the bitter irony

of the Greek fratricidal encounter.
Both sides in the civil war—in their
desperate quest for political power—
did not manage to keep their strug-
gle within the bounds of the non-
violent political process. In such a
fashion, they allowed great powers
and regional states to penetrate
deeper into the Greek political
system and to manipulate it to their
own advantage.

By Fire and Axe is also quite a
useful book in that it sheds some
light into the mind-set of its author.
One could classify Evangelos Ave-
roff as a realist-pragmatist-conser-
vative. He views Greece as a country
of small propertyholders whose
basic ideals revolve around the no-
tions of ". .. Religion, Nation,
Family and Property." He views
human societies in general as not

.. made up of angels or of ro-
bots . . . they comprise men whose
driving force is the instinctive will
to survive and to satisfy their pas-
sions, good or bad" (p. 148). In
such a world, unfortunately,
". . . international justice does not
exist" (p. 184). Internationally,
". . . one cannot stop the march of
resolved and armed men with mere
pieces of paper . . ." (p. 226).
Therefore, if one wants peace one
must prepare for war (p. 375).
Domestically, ". . . majorities that
don't stand up and fight will become
subjected to daring minorities"
(p. 358). Dictatorships thrive dur-
ing periods of crisis and when
the people lose confidence in their
politicians (p. 30). Strikes and
demonstrations orchestrated by the
left are used by the right as pretexts
to seize power; and this also suits
the needs of the extreme left since
it polarizes politics deeply and
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paves the way for a leftist revolu-
tion.

Assessing the various political
systems available to human socie-
ties, Averoff finds democracy as
Rt the best political system known
up to the present . . ." (p. 331).
While communism is ". . . no lon-
ger considered as being in the van-
guard for a humanity in search of
perfection" (p. 376). Totalitarian-
ism offers no remedy against anar-
chism. It ". . . temporarily eases
some of the bad symptoms but, in
reality, makes the illness graver"
(p. 376). Finally, pure parliamen-
tarianism—i.e., modem democracy
in its most advanced form—is more
suited ". . . to [the] social, moral
and economic circumstances .. ."
of the nineteenth century than to
those of today. Its "major deficien-
cy" is its vulnerability to totalita-
rianism (p. 377). Hence, Averoff's

recipe for the future calls for an
international order which possesses
effective institutions to ensure a
process of peaceful change. While,
domestically, democratic systems
need to adjust to new circum-
stances which enable them to de-
fend themselves against anarchy.

We should close this review with
a word regarding the "aesthetics"
of the volume. On the strong side,
we should mention the interesting
photographs from Averoff's per-
sonal collection, a series of useful
maps of battle areas throughout
Greece, and a helpful bibliography
of primary and secondary sources
dealing with the Greek civil war.
On the weak side, we should note
the lack of an index and, also, what
appears to be a less than adequate
translation from the Greek and/or
French versions into English.

—Theodore A. Cotdoumbis

Beginning With 0 by OLGA
BROUMAS. New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1977. 74 pp.
$2.95.

In reading Olga Broumas's po-
ems, one travels in the realm of
myth, particularly in the domain of
mythical archetypes; and one is
mindful of these symbols not so
much because of any strict adherence
to their associations on Broumas's
part, but rather for her redefinition
and enlargement of their traditional
meanings. Here is a most synthetic
poetry, and the age-spanning vision
of the poet—which is given formal

expression within an almost flaw-
less technical mastery—redefines and
manipulates timeless symbols as on-
ly the most intelligently intense art
can.

Beginning With 0, a volume
which won for Broumas first place
in the Yale Series of Younger Po-
ets competition, is her first pub-
lished volume of poetry. In his fore-
word, Stanley Kunitz declares,
"This is a book of letting go, of
wild avowals, unabashed eroticism;
at the same time it is a work of in-
tegral imagination, steeped in the
light of Greek myth that is part of
the poet's inheritance." To some
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degree, then, the poet's ethnic in-
heritance is responsible for her emo-
tional intimacy with a particular
mythology; but there is an intellec-
tual intimacy with myth in a more
universal context that cannot ema-
nate solely, or even largely, from
that ethnic inheritance, and it be-
hooves the reader to consider
Broumas's lesbianism as a major
factor in this intellectual intimacy.
By virtue of casting her apart from
the world of traditional sexual
norms, it encourages that parallel

intellectual distance from the world
of all norms that is a requisite to the
scathing scrutiny of the mythic sym-
bols of primal life forces which
generates the intellectual energy and
intimacy of her work.

The first group of poems in the
volume, "Twelve Aspects of God,"
demonstrates that basic concern
with the understanding of primal
complexities. The following excerpt
from the poem "Amazon Twins"
serves as an example:

Looking away
some time ago, you'd said

the eyes are live
animals, domiciled in our head

but more than the head

is crustacean-like. Marine
eyes, marine
odors. Everything live
(tongue, clitoris, lip and lip)
swells in its moist shell. I remember the light

warped round our bodies finally
crustal, striated with sweat.

This overwhelming female erot-
icism and erotic narcissism, com-
plemented by the poet's sensualiza-
tion of the mythically symbolic ele-
ments, water and light, create lines
which flow as smoothly as those
thematic elements do in actuality.

Form and content buoy each
other. Broumas's juxtaposition of
"Marine / eyes, marine / odors"
with "the head / is crustacean-like"
is typical of her contrasting the mas-
culine with the feminine elements
of nature. This thematic/technical
device is not, however, the singular
distinction of the poems, which is
the musical precision of Broumas's

language. We bask in lines such as,
"I remember the light / warped
round our bodies finally / crustal,
striated with sweat." The reader's
senses are amply fed, his or her ap-
petite whetted. Subject, cadence,
voice—all weave a net into which
the reader eagerly falls. These are,
above all, poems in which the reader
indulges himself, for Broumas's
temperament is infectious.

Yet the poems offer more than
hedonistic eroticism. There is an
equally ubiquitous anger, enormous
hatred and even greater bitterness.
Broumas's Circe, for example, is a
far more complex sorceress than her
mythical prototype: -
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I am wrapped

in myself as the smell of night
wraps round my sleep when I sleep

outside. By the time
I get to the corner

bar, corner store, corner construction
site, I become divine. I turn

men into swine. Leave
them behind me whistling, grunting, wild.

Such fierce coldness of command,
and an accompanying self-delight
in having it, is a repeated attitude
of many poems in the volume. To
"become divine" through men be-
coming "whistling, grunting, wild"
is indicative of a particular type of
feminine desire to degrade men
that is not uncommon, particularly
among intense women. This Circe
is not the Circe of myth; instead,
she assumes the type of the mythical
sorceress and the bitter control and
knowledge of it of modern woman,
who needs no guises or charms to
entice, no condition—other than
what Broumas sees as men's innate
bestiality—to dehumanize.

Still, as Kunitz points out, there
are occasions when one detects "a
note of stridency" in Broumas's
voice, "a hint of doctrinal overkill."
One such shrill poem from the first

section is "Maenad," whose open-
ing lines, "Hell has no fury like
women's fury. Scorned / in their
life by the living / sons they them-
selves / have set loose" seem to
be some of the most ill-wrought
poetry in the collection. It is not
original, in that it repeats others'
words; moreover, it is too diffuse,
and when Broumas attempts, as she
does in this poem, to speak gen-
erally, she becomes strident and un-
disciplined. She is at her best when,
focused on herself or her lover, she
has the individual experience flower
into the grander statement, the
mythical statement. The invective
of contemporary politics does not
suit her craft.

How much more potent and less
strident than "Maenad" is "Aphro-
dite":

the one with the stone cups

and the stone face, and the grinding
stone settled
between her knees, the one with stone

in her bosom, with stones
in her kidneys, a heart of pure
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stone, the one with the stony lips, the one
with the thighs of marble, with petrified
genitals, the one whose glance
turns to stone

this idol

Similarly, "Calypso's" assertion of
feminine preeminence contains lines
rarely equalled for such graceful
and assertive statement of women's
contempt for men and need for one
another: "Like women anywhere /
Living in groups we had synchro-
nous menses. And had / no need
of a wound, a puncture, to seal our
bond."

The second group of poems, "The
Knife & the Bread," is more overtly
violent and even more bitter. Based
upon a bitter reexamination of failed
relationships, of relationships which
severed, rather than unified, it is,

of course, largely about men and
women together.

The symbols and images of the
poems throughout the collection
are feminized, or, more precisely,
set in a flatteringly feminine con-
text. The physical world of the po-
ems is a world of feminine phe-
nomena: water, blood, blooming
flowers, menses, rhythms. Even
light, archetypically masculine, be-
comes feminine here, since it is re-
defined within a feminine universe.
Logos, the male principle of intel-
ligence, becomes contemptibly im-
potent; Eros, the female principle
of emotional unity, prevails:

The fathers are nodding like
overdosed lechers, the fathers approve
with authority...

The fathers are Dresden figurines
vestigial, anecdotal
small sculptures shaped
by the hands of nuns. Yours
crimson tipped, take no part in that
crude abnegation. Scarlet
liturgies shake our room, amaryllis blooms
in your upper thighs, water lily
on mine, fervent delta

the bed afloat, sheer
linen billowing
on the wind: Nile, Amazon, Mississippi.

("Leda and her Swan")
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It is in the third and last group,
"Innocence," that the theme of the
unifying fluidity of feminine life

reemerges with all the sensuality of
fully realized and fully accepted
autonomous womanhood:

Manita moans.
Manita's hands

flow.
delicate as insects, agile
as fish, cool as the shifting water, the night—
quiet Lake. I take my Love to her hands on
fire. She takes my Love. . . .

The Queen's own pearl
at my fingertips, and Manita pealing
my Jester's bells on our four
small steeples, as Sunday dawns
clear in February, and God claps and claps
her one hand.

("Innocence")

The esplanade of your belly, I said, that
shallow and gleaming spoon. You
said, Not quite
an epiphany, our bodies breathing
like greedy gills, not quite
an epiphany, but close, close.

("Blues / for J.C.")

Terse yet rhapsodic, spare yet
lush, the best of Broumas's poems
relate to, and are in themselves
epiphanies. They reveal not only
the feminine self composed of
seeming opposites, but the feminine
self luxuriating in the proud ac-
knowledgment of its own narcis-
sistic appetite. Symbols bloom in a
garden-universe of other symbols.
These poems' sensuality works
within a sensualization of the uni-
verse; the subject of the poems
throbs with physical pleasure and
delight in her own sexuality, as
does the universe, humanized by
its own feminine sexuality. With

"greedy gills" women "agile as
fish" float through a marine world,
a world of their native element. All
things masculine—knives, stones,
crusts, judgments—are elementally
at odds with the fluidity, unity and
endlessness of the female; it is
liquid, after all, from which life
flows, which seeks other liquid
with which it can merge, and which
is immortal and infinite and im-
measurable. The preeminence of
women over men, the mythical re-
minders of the improbability of
stable union between the two, and
the natural affinity of like elements
for like elements—these are the
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mythic truths restated and enlarged
in modem personal terms, in the
terms of a poet's joy in her les-
bianism and in her feminine world.
Broumas's exquisite working of the

formidable archetypes she chooses
results in poems whose joy cannot
be diffused and whose venom
cannot be evaded.

—Mary Moundros Greene

•**

The Rise and Fall of the Cyprus
Republic by KYIUACOS C.
MARKIDES. New Haven, Conn.:
Yale University Press, 1977.
200 pp. $12.50.

In July and August of 1974, two
tragic events occurred which liter-
ally marked the collapse of the first
Cyprus Republic that was found-
ed on the 1960 post-colonial con-
stitution of the Zurich-London
Agreements: the Greek officers'
coup against Archbishop Makarios,
President of the Republic of Cyprus,
and the two subsequent Turkish
military invasions of the island.
The result of this double under-
taking was the de facto partition of
Cyprus, along with the occupation
of 40 percent of the island by the
Turkish military forces, the up-
rooting of 200,000 Greek Cypriots
from their homes in the north, and
the killing and wounding of thou-
sands of Cypriots. Up to this mo-
ment, no progress has been made
toward a solution of the problem
despite the numerous attempts
during the intercommunal talks
between representatives of the
Greek and Turkish communities of
the island conducted under the
auspices of the U.N. The talks have
been undertaken following several
U.N. Security Council Resolutions

calling for, among other things, the
withdrawal of all foreign troops
from Cyprus, the return of the ref-
ugees to their homes and the re-
sumption of negotiations between
the two Cypriot communities. Three
years of negotiations have so far
proved that, although the Greek
side has come to the negotiating
table with an open mind and a spirit
of moderation, the Turkish side has
remained intransigent, supporting
positions that amount to nothing
less than the recognition by the
Greek Cypriots of the faits accomp-
li brought about by force. The
potential for another major crisis,
therefore, remains high, endanger-
ing peace in the whole area of the
eastern Mediterranean.

Kyriacos C. Markides's book on
the Rise and Fall of the Cyprus Re-
public is an important contribution
to the study of the reasons which
led to the breakdown of the Re-
public. Furthermore, by identifying
the causes of the 1974 catastrophe,
the author embarks on suggesting
some ideas which could give hope
for a permanent Cyprus settlement.

Markides does not concentrate
on the legal issues of the problem
nor does he focus on the foreign
policy perspectives of the issue. He
deals mostly with the political so-
ciology of the problem and studies,
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in a careful and systematic way, the
internal dynamics of the Greek
Cypriot community in particular,
throughout the fourteen years of
Cypriot independence. He explains
how the internal contradictions of
the Cypriot social and political
system made it possible for external
interference and intrusion to become
the permanent parameter of Cypriot
politics. Markides hypothesizes and
proceeds to prove that external in-
tervention in Cyprus was successful
only because internal conditions
made it possible.

Throughout the book, Markides
manages to explain historical events
in a wider framework of analysis.
He employs current sociological
theories to explain such phenomena
as the transformation of the Cyprus
society from a traditional to a mod-
ern one, the impediments to Greek
and Turkish cooperation in Cyprus,
and the breakdown of the demo-
cratic regime in Cyprus.

The book sets forth a valuable
background of information and
skillfully and scrupulously com-
piled ideas with which the reader
can assess events and developments.

The author's account is certainly
an outspoken criticism of the con-
tradictions which, as he reveals,
were embedded in the Cyprus policy
makers. He undertakes, in his book,
to state the controversies of the in-
ternal political forces in Cyprus
which finally prevented the govern-
ment from combatting internal
terrorism and resisting foreign in-
terventions.

There are four main chapters in
the book. The first deals with the
historical background of Greek-
Cypriot and Turkish-Cypriot na-
tionalism and explains the forces

which led to a conservative, church-
led, anti-colonialist movement aim-
ing for union of Cyprus with Greece
(enosis).

The second deals with the per-
sonality of President Makarios and
with the basis of his authority over
Cyprus for so many years. Markides
believes that the charismatic leader-
ship of Archbishop . Makarios and
his popular basis prevented the
growth of viable governmental and
political structures that could have
offered effective resistance to foreign
intrusions. The author is being
perhaps too critical of Makarios's
role and responsibility in the Cy-
prus crisis when he points out that
there was an inconsistency between
his domestic policy, which was con-
servative, and his foreign policy,
which was one of nonalignment. It
is true that if Makarios had fol-
lowed a more consistent policy and,
more precisely, if he had proceeded
with suppressing terrorism and had
staffed his government with per-
sons who were supporters of his
foreign policy, perhaps the tragedy
might have been averted. But there
is no doubt that it was Makarios's
policy of flexibility in domestic af-
fairs which gave him the popular
support that enabled him to resist
foreign pressures and thus preserve
Cyprus intact for fourteen years.

Markides, by the way, includes,
in this chapter, an excellent and im-
partial account of the Cypriot polit-
ical parties and how these political
forces interplay.

In the third chapter, the author
manages a sociological explanation
of the disloyal opposition which
from the time of the origin of the
Republic took different forms, and
he explains and identifies the social
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forces composing it. He underlines
the antithesis of the popular goal
of union of Cyprus with Greece and
the new realities facing Cyprus as
an independent state.

The fourth chapter concentrates
on the impact of the Greek dictator-
ship and examines in a competent
and thorough way the main con-
tradiction governing the Cyprus
problem, i.e., the relation between
Greece and Cyprus and how this
relation developed in the years of
the dictatorship as the main source
of unrest among the Greek Cypriots
and how gradually the Greek gov-
ernment succeeded in undermining
the independence of the island.
Markides finally undertakes the very
difficult task of uncovering and dis-
cussing Greek Cypriot weaknesses in
coping with external interference.
He identifies the intercommunal
question and the enosis issue as the
two major unsolvable problems. No
ethnic accommodation could be
found because of the "intransigent
posture of both parties." This ethnic
polarization stemmed from the ab-
sence of any structural preconditions
necessary for accommodative prac-
tices.

Markides, in his epilogue, ponders
on the responsibilities of the West-
ern world and, in particular, the
U.S., which could have prevented

both the coup and the Turkish in-
vasion in Cyprus. He furthermore
explores the possibility of a settle-
ment between Greek and Turkish
Cypriots and suggests a set of plaus-
ible ideas. No solution, the author
supports, can be permanent unless
Cyprus is transformed from an
area of international contention to
one of cooperation. This can be
done only if the two superpowers,
Russia and the United States, jointly
guarantee the independence and
territorial integrity of Cyprus. Once
international guarantees are given
for the independence of Cyprus, a
local arrangement should not be
difficult to attain, a settlement which
would enable the refugees to return
to their homes and which would
set up institutions to facilitate inter-
communal cooperation.

The book on the whole is a well-
written study offering a lucid and
comprehensive account of the var-
ious aspects of the interwoven in-
ternal and external factors which
govern a small state in a zone of
Great Power conflict. The author
refers with clarity and skill to
internal Cypriot politics and his
book will certainly join a select
number of reference books available
to the reader interested in the Cy-
prus problem.

—Janos N. Kranidiotis

Island of the Winds by ATHENA
DALLAS-DAMIS. New York: New
American Library, 1976. 307 pp.
$1.95.

The 1821 Greek revolution

against the Turks and, in a wider
sense, Greece under the Ottoman
Empire, serve as perfect settings
for a "high adventure" story the
type of which Athena Dallas-
Damis's first novel, Island of the
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Winds, seems to exemplify. All the
cliches are there: exotic surround-
ings, wars and massacres, Christians
against infidels for the preserva-
tion of the faith, great passions and
dreamlike romance. So, the reader
who delights in such stories can
plunge himself into easy reading
that does not require any thought
or effort on his part; one must only
possess an enormous capacity to be
surprised by what a more sophisti-
cated reader would consider a pre-
dictable outcome.

Island of the Winds is compar-
able to War and Peace in scope and
conception. The similarity, however,
ends there. The book touches on a
tremendous amount of diverse ma-
terial, from war strategy and de-
scriptions of actual battles to the
first stirring threats to innocence.
In the hands of a more skillful and
knowledgeable writer, such mate-
rial could become great literature.
Not here. Despite Mrs. Dallas-
Damis's two years of field work,
talking to "scholars and peasants
alike," her knowledge and mastery
of her subject is not only limited,
but is also badly presented. Island
of the Winds is certainly not a
work of genius, and I would go as
far as to say that Mrs. Dallas-Da-
mis's talent as a fiction writer could
be easily in doubt.

Set on the Greek island of Chios
on the eve of the Greek uprising,
the book reveals the lives of three
women—Helena, Joanna and Ma-
ria—against a background of reli-
gious and racial hatred. Each of the
women has a different archetypal
role to play. Helena that of the
mother, Joanna the lover, and Ma-
ria, death. Torn between her own
happiness and that of her twin

sons, one of which has been snatched
from her in infancy by the Turks
and raised in Constantinople as
one of their own, Helena chooses
the happiness of her children. She
is the eternal earth mother. Her
life is a long line of disastrous con-
frontations and unhappy love
affairs which, nevertheless, achieves
meaning and fulfills itself when
examined in its totality. Joanna is
the lover par excellence. Young and
inexperienced, well-guarded by a
dutiful father but free enough to
shape her own destiny, she falls in
love with the passion and purity of
youth. Throughout the book she is
handled with the same tenderness
as one handles a butterfly, and she
is the only character that seems
credible. Maria is passionate, but
in a different way from Joanna. Her
passion is the result of her long un-
happy marriage to a man she neither
loves nor respects, and is dark,
bitter and self-destructive. It is also
her only escape from a life which
she sees slipping away and being
wasted. When she falls in love
with a Turk, she automatically
paves the way for her own death
as well as for the death of her lover.

The Greek revolution against
which these characters move, al-
though it seldom rises to the fore-
ground to attract considerable at-
tention, is, nonetheless, an im-
portant theme of the book. There
is no doubt that the author feels
deeply about it. Yet, she has not
succeeded in communicating that
feeling to the reader. Her port-
rayal of that period is both shallow
and chaotic, touching the high
points and leaving out all detailed
material. But, as one does not
acquire an adequate knowledge of
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a city by only having seen its mon-
numents, in the same way one can-
not effectively reconstruct an entire
era by simply enumerating its high
points. Great events that change
the course of history in the lives of
nations do not happen overnight
like the visitation of dragons in
myths. They are preceded by other
incidents, smaller in scope but
equally important, that lead up to
them. The Greek revolution, con-
trary to what Mrs. Dallas-Damis
may think, is not just the raising
of the banner on March 25, 1821
or the massacre of Chios or the sea
battle of Navarino. It is, of course,
all that and much more. Above
all, it is the lives and thoughts and
actions of the people. This, however,
is entirely absent from the book.
We are simply not aware of the
people.

As a result of this lack of the
people's presence, the characters

often seem to be without substance
or content or even motivation. They
are thrust upon the reader with no
purpose at all apart from filling
the pages with words. Even the
wind that is featured in the title
and runs throughout the novel as
a connecting factor seems without
shape or form. We are informed
of its presence and nothing more.
At no time in the course of the
reading do we feel it move or hear
it blow. This is very unusual for a
Greek wind. Everyone who has
visited the Greek islands must have
felt the wind a thousand times
moving with the people—or is it
that the people make it move? It
plays a vital part in the very ex-
istence of the islands, being their
life giving element as well as their
cause of death. What a book Island
of the Wind would have been if
the wind had shaped the vision of
the author !

—George Valamvanos

• *

Iilkcpoc '74: Ta Tcp6sonco ..r7);
'Acppoalvyjg [Cyprus '74: The
Other Face Of Aphrodite) edited
by Emmanuel Ch. Kasdaglis.
Athens: National Bank of Greece,
1975. 277 pp.

The word "propaganda" has al-
ways fallen harshly on the ears of
civilized society. Indeed, it is a word
that has traditionally denoted not on-
ly the most insidious kind of intellec-
tual dishonesty, but an attack on the
very concept of human reason.
Quoting from the 1842 Dictionary

of Science, Literature and Art by
William T. Brande, the Oxford
English Dictionary offers an ex-
ample of the historical usage of
the term "propaganda" that is not
so much quaint as it is exceedingly
contemporary. The entry reads as
follows: ". . the name propaganda
is applied in modern political lan-
guage as a term of reproach to se-
cret associations for the spread of
opinions and principles which are
viewed by most governments with
horror and aversion." For all those
trained to administer—and per-
petuate—the political etiquette of
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the Anglo-Saxon countries, perhaps
the definitive condemnation against
the word "propaganda" is that, like
the word "Jesuit," it is rooted in
the Catholic world, which is to say,
in a world where it is understood
that one must live—and be governed
by—one's faith.

Thus, to speak of propaganda is
to speak of faith, or to be more
precise, to speak of principle. For
the one element that makes a work
"tendentious" is the fact that it has
a deeply felt point of view. Con-
sequently, if we were to undertake
to expunge from our culture all the
works of humankind that were
"propagandistic," we would only
succeed in creating a wasteland that
would have made a Hitler envious.
Intellectual purity, like patriotism,
is the last refuge of scoundrels. It
behooves us, therefore, to under-
stand that when we condemn prop-
aganda we are not only condemning
revolutionary agitprop but all the
artists and thinkers who have been
a part of the fundamental defini-
tion of our civilization. For every
Mayakovsky there is a Homer and
Milton, for every Brecht a Euripides
and Shakespeare, for every Shosta-
kovich a Beethoven and Wagner,
and for every Rivera a David and
Delacroix. In its most essential
meaning, propaganda is nothing
less than a profound belief in the
universality of human ethics, and
that, simply put, is the reason why
"most governments [view it) with
horror and aversion."

Cyprus '74: The Other Face Of
Aphrodite, published by the Na-
tional Bank of Greece, is a work of
propaganda in the best sense of that
much maligned term. Like all good
propaganda, it is sober, thoughtful,

and utterly committed to the prin-
ciple that the human condition is
indivisible. Cyprus '74 speaks judi-
ciously and with restraint to the is-
sues with which it is concerned. Its
power lies not in an ability to foment
hysteria, but in the quiet alliance
of human reason and compassion.
Its purpose is not to agitate but to
persuade. As such, it does not seek
to convert its reader, but to make
him reflect upon one of the most
egregious examples of injustice in
the contemporary world. The "other
face of Aphrodite" is nothing else
than the group portrait of a people
who have been bitterly betrayed.

Cyprus '74 has two points that it
seeks to make, and that it succeeds
in making quite well. The first is
that the national identity of the
Cypriot people (to the degree that
it can be determined) is Greek.
That is to say, that the Cypriot na-
tion, that ethno-historical entity
that has existed and developed
through the centuries, possesses a
sense of self-identification that is
irrefutably Greek. Regardless of
"the opinion of the powerful" (to
quote Seferis's poignant accusa-
tion), or the machinations of il-
legitimate conquerors, the Cypriot
people are Greek beyond any pos-
sibility of doubt. This is a crucial
point to make because Cyprus has,
through the ages, repeatedly fallen
victim to a number of attempts at
cultural genocide. When all else
has proven useless, the policy of
the island's various rulers has been
to deny the Cypriots their very sense
of self. Needless to say, this policy
of racial annihilation has always
failed. One lesson that the unspeak-
able history of genocide has taught
the world is that you can exter-
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minate a people—or attempt to do
so—but you can never obliterate
their history.

The second point that Cyprus '74
makes is that the island has been a
victim of aggression throughout its
history. Furthermore, it has been a
particular victim of the bloody im-
perial politics of the Western
powers. Occupation is not new to
Cyprus. Indeed, it is almost a per-
manent element of its national life.
Resistance, however, is just as an-
cient—and more essential—a tradi-
tion of its people, and in the end,
the occupiers have always had to
give way to the determination—and
wrath—of the occupied. This last
and most basic fact is also perhaps
the most inescapable one. When
they no longer have any other re-
course left open to them, the Cyp-
riot people will fight, and if their
history is any indication, they will
fight valiantly and without com-
promise.

Cyprus 74: The Other Face Of
Aphrodite is, quite literally, a
splendid book. For beyond its pur-

pose as an authentic statement of
concern for the Cypriot people, it
is also a magnificent treasury of
Cypriot culture. Its innumerable
color plates illustrating the artistic
and architectural heritage of the
island from antiquity to the present
time, its sections on Cypriot history,
economy, education, literary and in-
tellectual activity, its anthology of
literature with Cypriot themes by
Greece's finest writers, make this
book a uniquely complete and im-
mediate source of information for
all those interested not so much in
the political ramifications of the
Cyprus question, as in the social
and cultural texture of the people
and their country. Emmanuel Ch.
Kasdaglis, the editor of this volume,
has once again proven why he is
generally regarded as Greece's finest
literary editor. He has created a
book of sensitivity and intelligence,
which is to say, a book that does not
simply speak to an issue but en-
gages in a lucid discourse with
history.

—Peter Pappas
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